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Jennifer Van Vleet, '04, once heard a \riend say that his "circle of tears" ~ the people whose pain heshares and whom he feels responsible to help - could only extend to his immediate environment.
For Van Vleet, that circle extends all the way around the world.
For her graduate project in Whitworth's Master of International Management Program, Van Vleet
traveled on her own to Calcutta, India, where she met with Kerry Hilton, a native of New Zealand
who lives in the city's red-light district and runs a business, Freeset Bags, that employs 30 women
formerly enslaved in prostitution. The women now make bags for the business using jute, a vegetable-
based fiber that is woven into a canvas-like material. Van Vleet's mission is to help Freeset Bags crack
the market in the United States.
"The more successful Freeset Bags is, the more women Kerry will be able to help," Van Vleet says.
"Our goal is to harness the forces of capitalism to empower and uplift these women." Freeset Bags
employees earn a living wage and are paid equally. The women govern themselves by establishing
workplace rules and overseeing working conditions; Hilton considers himself an employee who works
for the women.
While in India, Van Vleet discovered that it is very difficult to conduct a business honestly in the
midst of corruption; there she saw first-hand the destructive effects of the lucrative sex trade and hu-
man trafficking.
"I was reminded that most of us who live in the Ll.S. or in a developed nation are really several steps
removed from what so much of the world population deals with daily: basic survival," Van Vleet says.
"Once you know what's out there, you lose that innocence of ignorance and you have a social re-
sponsibility to act," Van Vleet says. "I can't change the world,
but I can try to do something about this particular issue, even if
it's just making other people aware of the problem. My circle of
tears needs to be boundless."
To learn more about Freeset Bags or to place an order,
please visit www.freesetbags.comor contact Van Vleet at
vanvleetzecoffman.com or by calling (509) 328-2994.
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editor's note
I find that I can no longer read the
letters to the editor in the local paper. I
used to check them out at least a couple
times a week, thinking that I'd be able
to gauge the pulse of the Spokane area
by the musings of its residents. And I'd
often find thoughtful, interesting letters
that appealed to mybetter instincts and
brought light to significant subjects.
There was also a lot of silly, self-impor-
tant prattling, but I usually found that
interesting (and funny), too.
Over the years, the tenor of the
letters has changed. I've noticed that
they've become less reflective and
more shrill - that many people have
lost interest in shedding light and have
become more focused on generating (or
maybe dissipating) heat. There's much
frustration and discouragement and
garden-vanetv anger our there, and
a lot of it finds its way into the op-ed
section. Chockablock with the acid
opinions of the professional colum-
nists, local letter-wr-iters attack their
leaders and, often, one another, indulge
in name-calling, and decry others' be-
liefs as stupid and callous. Reading the
letters is just about as illuminating as
witnessing a fistfight in which the
participants, having abandoned every
semblance of civility, just wade in and
slug it out for all they're worth.
When I was in Dale Soden's 19th-
century American history class here at
Whitworth, he told us that public debate
had come to a sorry pass in our era. If we
watched Crossfire and The Capital Gang
and some of the other opinion shows on
television, he said, we'd see that philo-
sophical and political debate had degen-
erated into shouting, sarcasm, and ad
,
hominem attacks. (And this was before
the emergence of Rush Limbaugh and Al
Franken.) Dale wanted us to learn how to
engage in civil discussion of philosophi-
cal issues and to back up our assertions
with facts rather than with heated emo-
tion. And always - always - we were to
be respectful of those whose opinions
differed from our own.
It's a great lesson for anyone immersed
in the events and issues leading up to
the 2004 presidential election. And it's
a lesson that our four faculty writers for
this political issue have learned welL Jim
Edwards, Ginny Whitehouse, Sharon
Mowry and Rich Strauch provide irn-
portant tips for voters based upon their
personal ballot battles. You'll find that
their background stories range from
funny to poignant, their insights run
the gamut from homegrown to biblical,
and their political affiliations bound
right across the spectrum.
But these four share a rock-solid
commitment to American citizenship,
to Christian values, and to responding
respectfully both to their political soul-
mates and to those whose ideas range far
afield from their own. They're not afraid
to share their convictions, and they do
so in a way that encourages an equally
thoughtful and civil response.
I think you'll enjoy reading our fea-
tures, along with all of the other inforrna-
tion included in this issue of Whitworth
Today. And I hope that you'll write to
this editor (tmitchell@whitworth.edul
and respond to some of the ideas that
you've encountered here. Since I can't
bring myself to read the letters in the
paper anymore, I look forward to read-
ing yours.
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HEEDING THE CALL, LEADING THE CHARGE
As a leading 1960s civil-rights activist, Samuel McKinney, D.Min., pastor
emeritus of Seattle's Mount Zion Baptist Church, strove to integrate the city's
public schools and was responsible for bringing Martin Luther King, jr.,
to Seattle to speak. McKinney, who participated in civil-tights marches
in Washington, D.C., and Montgomery, Ala., recently joined an audi-
ence of 100 in Seeley Mudd Chapel, where he discussed The Struggle
for Civil Rights in Seattle: The Role of the Black Church.
"Samuel McKinney is considered to be the most influential African,
American pastor in Seattle's civil-rights history," says Dale Soden,
professor of history and director of Whitworth's Weyerhaeuser Center
for Christian Faith and Learning. "He encouraged the Whitworth audi-
enee to remember that the fight for justice is not over and reminded us
that we must be vigilant against the forces, both internal and external,
that pose a threat to our basic civil liberties,"
McKinney is a graduate of Morehouse College and Colgate Rochester
Divinity School; he earned his doctor of ministry degree through the
Martin Luther King, Jr., Fellows Program. He served as pastor of Mount
Zion Baptist Church for 40 years, and he has been honored for his sup-
port of education and civil rights with honorary doctorates from Linfield
College, in McMinnville, Ore., and Morehouse College, in Atlanta,
Ga. He also received the YMCA's A.K_ Guy Award in 1997.
McKinney's visit was sponsored by the Weyerhaeuser Center through a grant
provided by The Lilly Endowment-
NATIONALLY ACCLAIMED AUTHOR VISITS WHITWORTH
In April, Whitworth welcomed Kathleen Norris, award-winning author
of New York Times bestsellers such as The Cloister Walk, Dakota: A Spiritual
Geography, and Amazing Grace: A Vocabulary of Faith, as its 2004 Simpson-Duvall
Lecturer. Norris spoke to a packed Cowles Auditorium and visited with writing
students and faculty at the college.
A writer whose books explore the spiritual
life, Norris "writes about religion with the imagi-
nation of a poet," says Molly McQuade of the
Chicago Tribune. The San Francisco Chronicle
lauded Norris with mention of her "lucid, lumi-
nous prose, hard-headed logic, and far-reaching
metaphors. "
And in The New York Times Book Review,
Robert Coles called Norris "subtle and shrewd,"
adding that she is "boldly willing to forsake any
number of cultural fads, trends and preoccupations
in favor of this 'walk,' this searching expedition
within herself ...."
Falling Off, Norris' first book of poetry, was
published in 1971. Soon thereafter, she returned
to her grandparents' house in Lemmon, S.D.,
where she has now lived for more than 30 years.
The move back to Lemmon was the inspiration
for Norris' award-winning bestseller Dakota, a New York Times Notable Book of
the Year that was also selected as one of the best of the year by Library Journal.
Of her latest book, The Virgin of Bennington, Norris says, "1 have carried the
stories around with me for many years, and it is a relief finally to tell them."
The Simpson-Duvall Lectureship honors two of Whitworth's most distin-
guished professors: Clarence Simpson, professor of English from 1953-1980,
and R_ Fenton Duvall, professor of history from 1949-1981.
Author Kathleen Norris
signs her bookfor an
attentive Whitworth
student.
McKinney
Whitworttlrrli!9
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facultv staff notes
Pamela Corpron
Parker, '81 (English),
presented a paper on
Elizabeth Gaskeils
Cranford and literary
tourism at the British
WOmen Writers Associa-
tion Conference. Arlin
Migliazzo (History)
presented a workshop
based on his book,
Teaching as an Act of
Faith, at Louisiana's
Xavier University Faith
and Learning Programs
Faculty Institute. Migli-
azzo will develop a sec-
ond workshop to present
to Xaviers new 2004-
05ficulty. A series of
collaborative drawings
by Gordon Wilson
and Scott Kolbo (Art)
was exhibited at Gal-
lery 76 at Wenatchee
Valley College and at
Spokane City Halls
Chase Gallery. Dennis
Sterner (Education)
was appointed to the
Committee on Quality
and Accountability of
the American Asso-
ciation of Collegesfor
TeacherEducation; he
also servesas vice chair
for the Washington
Professional Educator
Standards Board. Jerry
Sittser {Religion) was
recently appointed to
the board of Habitat
for Humanity. Dan
Keberle (Music) was
selected as a candidate
fir the Fulbright Senior
Specialists roster; he is
eligible tofill requests
from overseasacademic
institutions for
Fulbright Senior Spe-
cialists. Dordt College
selectedJulia Stronks
(Political Studies) to
receive its 2003 Distin-
guished Alumni Award.
Susan Mabry
(Computer Science)
presented a researchpa-
per on her project, In-
telligent MultiAgents
for Patient Monitor-
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WHITWORTH CELEBRATES HISTORY, TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE
Whitworth's annual Heritage Week celebration honors the college's found-
ing in 1890 and celebrates its rich history of exploring important issues from
diverse Christian and intellectual perspectives. This year's events featured
a lecture by Stephen Davis, M.Div., Ph.D., a 1962 Whitworth alurnnus
and the Russell K. Pitzer Professor of Philosophy at California's Claremont
McKenna College.
In his lecture, Faith and the Human Condition, Davis discussed humanity's
plight apart from God and laith and shared his view of trends such as mul-
ticulturalism, postmodernism and relativism in higher education.
"Davis' perspectives on higher education were challenging and enlight-
ening," says Tad Wisenor, '89, director of alumni and parent relations. HI
most appreciated his ability to discuss a potentially overwhelming topic in
a manner that was accessible to a wide range of people." Davis is the author
or editor of 13 books and of numerous articles and reviews that have been
published in philosophical and theological journals. He is the recipient of
the 2001 Claremont McKenna College Presidential Award for Merit.
Other Heritage Week events included an art exhibit by Lance Sinnema, '99;
the Gospel Explosion Concert, hosted by Whitworth's Black Student Union;
and a poetry reading by Associate Professor of English Laurie Lamon, '78, the
recipient of a 2001 Pushcart Prize and a 2002 Graves Award, who read poems
from her forthcoming book, Repetition of Field.
Heritage Week also included the annual Founder's Day Convocation and a
panel discussion featuring Whitworth faculty members who shared their beliefs
about how faith traditions address the issue of human identity. The week con-
cluded with a dav- long workshop on Christian stewardship of time and energy,
presented by acclaimed Christian futurists Tom and Christine Sine.
DARK DOINGS AFOOT
This scenefrom the theatre department's spring production, IE. Priestley'sAn
Inspector Calls, features, from left, junior Jacob Rorem, as Inspector Goole;junior
Seth Ambrose, as Gerald Croft; and junior N. Brandon Leahy, as Mr. Birling.
Directed by Professorof Theatre Rick Hornor, '70, the play is set in 1912 Victorian
England, where Arthur Birl£ng, a prosperous manufacturer, holds a family dinner
party to celebrate his daughters engagement. fnto this cozy scene intrudes the harsh
figure of a police inspector investigating the suicide of a young, working-class woman.
Under the pressure of his interrogation, every member of the family turns out to have a
shameftl secret that links each of them to her death.
ing, at a conference in
Melbourne, Australia>
and gave invited talks
at U C. San Francisco
and Oregon Health
Sciences University
Jim Waller (Psychol-
ogy, Edward B. Linda-
man Chair) conducted
26 national and
international speak-
ing engagements this
academic year, address-
ing issueson diversity
and the perpetrators
of genocide. Waller's
major engagements
include the Symposium
on Psychologyand
War, in New rork
City; the Staley Lecture
Series on Diversity and
Community, at Ken-
tuckys Asbury College;
and the International
Society for Political
Psychology, in Sweden.
Jess Dozier (Sodexho)
was named Best Chef
of the Day at Walla
Walla College'sfron
Chef competition. Jim
O'Brien (Sodexho)
was appointed to the
board of Habitat fir
Humanity. Lisa Sem-
Rodrignes (English)
was selected to sing in
the Spokane Symphony
Chorale.
faculr staff notes
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HOW,o,RDM.S'fltN
STIEN DISSECTS
ACADEME IN
NEW BOOK
The professoriate is
fraught with the "rheto-
ric of distinction and
intellectual elitism, "
saysHoward Stien,
Whitworth professor
emeritus of biology
and author of The
Improbable Professor
(2004, Stump House
Books), a collection of
27 essays that reflect
on Stiens 30 years at
Whitworth. Through
his essays, Stien pro-
vides a bold look into
academia that includes
humorous and often
satiric observations.
"This collection will be
of interest to students
and professors, as well
as to those who may be
ambivalent about how
they have invested their
lives, " Stien says. The
book's cover art was
created by Whitworth
Professor Emeritus of
Art Pauline Haas.
Stien's daughter, Su-
zanne, '79, formatted
the book. The Improb-
able Professor can be
purchased for $12.95;
call (509) 466-5449
or contact Stump House
Books, 11411 North
Pinecrest Drive, Spo-
kane, WA 99218.
WHITWORTH STUDENTS, FACULTY SAVOR THAI CONNECTIONS
During Jan Term, faculty members Pamela Parker, '81 (English/Women's
Studies), Gordon Watanabe, '75, '85 M.Ed. (Education), and Kyle Usrey
(School of Global Commerce and Management) accompanied Whitworth stu-
dents on an eye-opening study trip to Thailand. The group visited Bangkok, the
hill-tribe villages surrounding Chiang Mai, and the island of Koh Samui.
Students explored Thai culture and participated in inter-
cultural and interfaith dialogues during the trip. Some acted as
participant-observers through internships and service-learn-
ing opportunities, and students recapped their experiences
via postings on Whitworth's website, at www.whitworth.edu/
ThailandStudiesProgram/, keeping the community updated
on their travels. Catherine Sittser, '05, wrote, "Whenever I
travel, I look most forward to unexpected moments that can't
be scheduled on an itinerary: little surprises that create the
sweetest memories. Thus far, Thailand has been overflowing
with secret gifts such as these." And Chelsea McPherson,
'04, said of her travels, "Nothing hits harder than seeing
someone in this day and age who is living a completely unma-
terialistic lifestyle and is still filled with joy. I think we all need to be reminded
of what is truly important, and I'm thankful that I was able to be reminded of
this in the hills of Chiang Mai." The trip also gave Josh Dwight, 'OS, a new
perspective on Thai culture. "When many think about Thailand, they think
about prostitution and sweatshops," he wrote, "but I do not. I think about the
wonderful people who live in this country." (See additional diary entries on the
Whitworth website at the address mentioned above.)
Asked what set this trip apart from others he has led, Usrey says, "The ways
in which the various disciplines combined with local partners in Northern
Thailand to provide service- learning opportunities was really life-changing for
students and faculty." Usrey continues, "All of us got more than just a glimpse
of the real philosophical and operational challenges faced by the various sub-
cultures in Thailand. Each person came away, I think, with an appreciation of
the complexity of truly living as global citizens that one could never really fully
realize in Spokane or anywhere within the U.S."
Above, Kyle Usrey
receives a wann
greetingfrom a local
resident. Usrey'swife,
Trisa, manages to
escape the pachyderm's
attentions. At top,
the members of
WhitworthS 2004 fan
Term Study Program
in Thailand gather
with some new
friends from their host
country.
Whitwort!tudl!b
rrant notes
Karen Stevens
(Chemistry) received
a $9, 000 grant
from the Pittsburgh
Conference to assist
with the purchase of
an infrared spectrom-
eter. Rose Sliger, '02
(Weyerhaeuser Center
for Christian Faith
and Learning),
received a $5,000
grant from Humanities
Washington to develop
a radio program on
the Civilian Conser-
vation Corps in the
Northwest. Sliger also
received a $29, 000
grant from the Wash-
ington Civil Liberties
Projectfrom the Office
of the Superintendent
o[Public Instruc-
tion tofund a joint
venture with North by
Northwest to produce
a video and a website
about Japanese Ameri-
cans in the Northwest
during VVWIJ. Kent
Jones (Computer
Science) received a
$3,240 in-kind grant
from Xilinx Uni-
versity Programsfor
circuit boards and
software. Tim Dolan
(Weyerhaeuser Center
for Christian Faith
and Learning) is the
recipientofa$127,000
grant from the
Presbyterian Church
(USA) to establish an
academy of preaching.
Julia Stronles {Politi-
cal Studies) received a
$3,000 grant from the
Hagen Foundation for
support of the Street
Kids Project.
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NEW VISION FOR THE FUTURE: A RETURN TO TEACHING
Tammy Reid, '60, compares her role as vice president for academic affairs
and dean of the faculty at Whitworth to that of teaching a diverse group of
students. "As I've worked to support 17 academic departments, I've learned
that no two are alike," Reid says. "Each makes unique
contributions to Whitworth, and it's rewarding to help
them realize their visions. II
Reid recently announced that at the close of the
200. academic year she will step down from her admm-
istrative position and will pursue her original passion at
Whitworth: teaching. Prior to becoming associate dean
for academic affairs in 1988, Reid taught classes in educa-
tion, English and Core.
"Going back to the classroom presents many pos-
sibilities; we'll see where I can address as many needs as
possible," Reid says. "I'm looking forward to getting to
know students again, teaching them something meaningful, and watching them
change and grow over the course of a semester."
Reid, who holds a bachelor's degree in English from Whitworth, a master's
degree in English from Eastern Washington University, and a doctorate in
education from Washington State University, served as Whitworth's acting
vice president for academic affairs in 1991-92 and 1996-98; she was officially
appointed to the position in 1998.
Reid has much to accomplish in her remaining 14 months as a member of
Whitworth's administration; plans to honor her are on hold until her work in
academic affairs is completed.
Reid is looking forward to shaping students' lives and academic pursuits when
she returns to teaching. "To focus directly on students is a calling," Reid says.
Reid
SACRED·DANCE PIONEER PASSES TORCH TO MANDEVILLE
Margaret Taylor Doane, who holds an honorary doctorate from Whitworth, says she "acciden-
tally" helped pioneer the sacred dance movement in the 1930s, when she began organizing dance
dramas in her Hanover, N.H., church to help people "get their whole
being involved in worship."
But Doane, 95, says it's no accident that she encountered Judy
Mandeville (right) shortly after Doane moved to Spokane in 1994.
Mandeville, who teaches classes in liturgical dance at Whitworth and
advises the college's Jubilation dance troupe, believes that she and
Doane share a bond that only God could have forged.
"It's wonderful, when you've been doing something creative, to find
someone who understands you so well," says Doane. who has written
seven books on sacred movement and was one of the founders of the
Sacred Dance Guild.
Doane, who was awarded an honorary doctorate from Whitworth • & I
in 1998, says her vision for sacred dance is reflected in Mandeville's
focus on freedom over form and the use of movement to identify with
the agony and brokenness of life, as well as with the glory of God's
presence. Doane says she takes comfort in knowing that the Whitworth
program is carrying on her legacy.
"I don't know if I can put into words the deeply moving experience
I had as you dramatically danced the message and challenge of Fosdick's God of Grace and God of
Glory," Doane wrote in a letter to students in a Jan Term 2002 liturgical-dance class after seeing
their dramatic response to the Sept. 11 attacks. "It was one of the greatest experiences of my life,
even at 93. You are carrying on what I have longed for in your creative exploration."
whitworth
student notes
Laura Thaut, 'os,
was selected for a
u.s. State Depart-
ment internship at
the U.S. Embassy
in Lithuania. Erin
Rutledge and Stacie
Visser, both '04,
presented their instruc-
tional gait-analysis tool
at the Student Athletic
Trainer Forum of the
Northwest Athletic
Trainers Association,
in Seaside, Ore. Aimee
Goodwin. '04, was
selectedfor a summer
layout and design in-
ternship at The Wash-
ington Times. The
Whitworth Jazz En-
semble won first place
for thefifth time in
eight years at the 37th
annual Lionel Hamp-
ton Jazz Festival, at the
University of Idaho.
Mike Frederick, '04,
won outstanding guitar
solo and Chris Parkin,
'05, won outstanding
alto-saxophone solo.
Artwork by Summer
Cushman andMarie
Pascoe, both '04, and
Denise Burningham,
'05, was selected for the
Spokane Arts Commis-
sion'sstudent exhibit,
Explorations IX.
Sarah Larson, '04,
spent two months in the
Philippines, where she
used theatre strategies to
work with indigenous
tribes to identify and
solve community issues.
Tanya Schaible; '04,
is using theatre in ESL
education with Central
Valley Even Start
Program students; she
has scripted texts and
staged several story-
theatre productions.
Adam Critchlow, '04,
received a McDonald
Opportunity Scholar-
ship to study stage com-
bat at the University
of Las Vegas.Critchlow
taught combat work-
ON-THE-JOB TRAINING - IN JAZZ
Whitworth recently sponsored a concert featuring jazz trumpet great Wynton
Marsalis and the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra at the Spokane Opera House.
Whitworth's jazz combo performed
before the concert and jammed
with members of the LCJO after-
ward. Before the concert, Wess
"Warmdaddy" Anderson, who has
played with Marsalis for 16 years and
is lead alto saxophonist in the band,
spoke to Whitworth Today.
Q: You and the Lincoln Center Jazz
Orchestra are doing as much as anyone
for jazz education. What do you hope
to accomplish?
A: I was raised in New York City
and my father was a musician, so
1 saw first-hand what happened on
the bandstand. A lot of time what
happens now is taken directly from a
book. What's lacking is the on-the-
job training in what it takes to be a
professionaL So I try to bring that.
Q: Why is jazz more popular overseas Anderson
than in the U. S., where it was invented?
A: People in Europe and overseas appreciate all of the arts more than we do in
the U.S. At the same time, people in Europe appreciate all American culture,
and jazz is a part of that. Early on, a lot of jazz musicians went to Europe because
they were valued more there as human beings. But a lot of musicians today still
have the mindset that they'll be appreciated more overseas.
Q: What role can the arts play in
making connections acrosspolitical
and cultural boundaries?
A: People in other countries
appreciate the true feeling of
being in America, which is
about freedom. And jazz is about
i freedom of expression and im-
~ provisarion. I've played Charlie
~ Parker's music with musicians in
~ Moscow, Russia. We didn't say a
word, but we communicated all
night long.
Members of the jazz ensemble cut looseonstage.
The band openedfor LCfO 5 Spokane show.
Q: What makes Marsalis stand out as a musician and as someone who has tran,
seended music?
A: When 1 first saw him I was in college and I could tell right away that he
believed in music and had integrity. But not only is he a musician who knows
the music; he is able to communicate about the music in ways that not every
musician can.
Q: Where did you get the nickname "Warmdaddy"?
A: I got it because I enjoyed interacting with people after the concerts, and
Hedin (Riley, the LClO's drummer) commented how warm I was. I think if
people love your music, you have to embrace them.
student notes
- continued from left
shops at Whitworth
and directed a student
production showcas-
ing combat scenes
.from Shakespeare's
plzys. Brooke Kiener,
'99, (Theatre) and
Ariane Mondragon,
'04, are directing
Anne Hitt, '04, John
Conley, '05, and
Rachael Erickson,
Sreyla Rim, Kyk
Genther, Bobby
WIlLrton and Ben
White, all '07, in
an elementary-school
touring production
of Cootie Shots:
Theatrical Inocula-
tions Against Bigotry
for Kids, Parents,
and Teachers.David
Olmsted, '04,
and Susan Mabry
(Computer Science)
gave research talks
at the University of
Wales,Aberystwyth,
and Trinity College,
in Dublin, Ireland,
during their Jan Term
computer-science over-
seasstudy program.
Olmsted and Kent
Jones (Computer
Science) co-presented
a paper at the 2003
Congresson Evolu-
tionary Computation,
in Canberra, Austra-
lia. A paper by Cakb
Hug, '04, co-authored
with Mabry and Rus-
sell Roundy, will be
published in Proceed-
ings of the 17th
IEEE Symposium
on Computer-Based
Medical Systems, in
June.
ublishin notes
Above, a view through
a classroom window of
exterior construction
work being done on
WeyerhaeuserHall. At
top, brick masons scale
scaffolds and heavy-
equipment operators
deliver materials on
the northwest side of
the building.
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WEYERHAEUSER HALL READIES FOR FALL DEDICATION
When Whitworthians sit down to read the next issue of Whitworth Today,
the college's newest academic building will be bustling with students, professors,
administrators, and support staff. Coming in right on schedule, Weyerhaeuser
Hall will welcome its first occupants in September.
The new building is named forC. Davis and Annette Weyerhaeuser, longtime
patrons and supporters of the college. C. Davis was a Whitworth trustee for more
than 50 years, and the Weyerhaeusers contributed generously, and anonymously,
to many campus projects throughout his tenure. After C. Davis' death, in 1999,
his family granted Whitworth's request to name its new $7 .Lmillion building in
honor of the person Charles Boppell, '65, chair of Whitworth's board of trustees,
describes as "the greatest protector and supporter of the Whitworth mission."
The building will include a total of approximately 600 classroom seats in an
array of teaching settings. The venues range in size from small seminar rooms
to the William P. Robinson Teaching Theatre, which will
seat 240 and will provide space for Core 150, 250 and 350
as well as for other educational opportunities, such as public
lectures.
Members of the Whitworth community look forward to the
building's completion. "In addition to its practical benefits,
there'll be an even greater sense of excitement when we kick
off the new academic year," says Associate Dean of Academic
Affairs Gordon Jackson. "I expect faculty and student mo-
rale will be notched several degrees higher than usual by the
state-of-the-art facility they'll start enjoying this September.
I wish that all those who've contributed to fund the building
could be here to see the smiles of the faculty who'll move into
their new offices, and the faces of the students as they take their first classes in
Weyerhaeuser Hall."
Steve Thompson, director of facilities, anticipates a sprint to the finish of the
nearly year-long project. "With five months to go, there's a great deal of work
to be done," Thompson says. "We have classroom AV equipment to install,
furniture to purchase, and systems to test and balance before the building can be
occupied. Utility connections and landscaping will also be completed now that
spring weather has arrived." Even with so much work remaining, plans for the
fall 2004 opening are right on target, Thompson says. "We plan to move faculty
into the building in mid-August so that they can be prepared for students by the
end of August. It's a daunting task, but with the team of architects, engineers,
contractors and Whitworth staff all working toward the same goal, Weyerhaeuser
Hall will be open for our students in September."
Laurie Lamon, '78
(English), two poems
fOr The Cream City
Review; one in the
Northwest Review
and another in The
Atlantic Monthly;
John Yoder (Political
Studies), Popular
Culture, Civil Society,
and State Crisis in
Liberia (2003, The
Edwin Mellen Press);
Melissa Sprenkle
(English), an article
in Medieval Rhetoric:
A Casebook and an
article (co-authored) in
the National Women's
Studies Association
Journal; Jerry Sittser
(Religion), When God
Doesn't Answer Your
Prayer (Zondervan
Publishing, 2003);
Corliss Slack (His-
tory), Historical
Dictionary of the
Crusades (2003,
Scarecrow Press);
Michael Le Roy, '89
(Political Studies),
Comparative Politics:
Using MicroCase®
Explor!r, Third
Edition (2004,
Wadsworth); Kathy
Storm (Student Lift),
an article in Christian
Scholar's Review.
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Stumping for
the importance
of worldview
In this Whitworth Today we're taking a
look at how worldview affects our politi-
cal decisions and preferences. I haven't
read the feature articles yet, but I'm eager
to do so. Our country faces huge political
decisions in the coming months.
Frankly, I find that too often my an-
swer to the question of how our worldview
affects our politics is "precious little." In
fact, Iwonder how often our politics end
up determining our worldview. My hand-
wringing over this concern began in
1980 during the Ronald Reagan-Jimmy
Carter presidential campaign.
I was having lunch with three folks
who worked at a conservative Bible col-
lege. Having attended such a school (and
I remain deeply indebted for all that I
learned), I should have known enough
to clam up when they started to talk
politics. Well, I was smart enough to
proceed with caution, but dumb enough
to proceed at all.
As they were blasting President
Carter, I thought I'd try for a mild
ceasefire. I said, "Well, whatever you
think about the job he's done, you have
to give him credit for being a person of
faith." Wrong. I was then regaled with
all the reasons why Reagan was a better
Christian than Carter, who probably
wasn't really a Christian at all, accord-
ing to my lunch companions.
This would have been a good time
for me to remember an appointment
or something requiring an immediate
farewell. Instead, I plowed forward.
"Let me get this straight," I recklessly
replied. "You guys believe that divorce
is bad, movies are bad, going to church
is good and tithing IS good, right? Well,
Reagan is O~4 on this scorecard, while
Carter teaches Sunday School, reports
shamelessly that he's born again, tithes,
and is still married to his first wife." This
prompted a sudden and noble surge of
grace from my mates, as they had al-
ready done the good work of forgiving
their candidate for these few shortcom-
tngs. I suppose my friends would have
been surprised to learn that Ivoted for
Reagan. I did so because I thought he
would provide stronger leadership and
would surround himself with better
advisors than I'd seen in Carter's four
years. But I hope I made that voting
decision, and all the ones that have
followed, without either sanitizing or
demonizing the candidates.
Over the years, I've learned a couple
of lessons from similar encounters on
both ends of the political spectrum.
• We don't really love living with
conflicting ideas. Rather than dif-
ferentiate our perspectives, we like
to unite them. For this reason, fol-
lowing Luther's advice to hate the
sin and love the sinner is easier
said than done. Similarly, we seem
to have a hard time separating the
quality of an idea from the quality
of the person. In spite of President
Bush's incontestable appreciation for
and reliance on his faith, you don't
hear many of his critics saying, "He's
done a terrible job, but I'm sure he's
doing what he thinks is most pleasing
to God." You also don't hear much
about John Kerry being a wonder-
ful person with horrible ideas. We
incline toward consistency.
• While most of us Christians want
to claim that faith is the cause and
politics is the effect in our world-
view, political beliefs run pretty
deep. Both capitalists and socialists
can build cases for their economic
systems from portions of Scripture,
but usually we use the Bible to re-
inforce rather than form a political
or economic belief. Istopped asking
Christian conservatives why they
feel we need less government if they
believe human nature is evil at about
the same time that I stopped asking
non-Christian liberals why they
think we need more government
if I'm okay, you're okay, and most
everybody else is okay.
At Whitworth we stump for the im-
portance of a worldview, arguing that
it should bring consistency to our lives.
We ask students how their view of God
and nature influences the decisions they
make on a daily basis, whether they're
choosing a movie or helping a person in
need. We fight against the fragmented
life that accommodates inconsistent
choices. But sometimes faithfulness to
a Christian worldview forces us to re-
think what consistency means. I think
a consistent worldview may force us
in the direction of an "inconsistent"
perception of candidates - a percep-
tion that sees motives through the eyes
of grace, even when we disagree with
actions or ideas.
The arena of politics provides a won-
derfullaboratory for testing the strength
of our worldviews. I hope we all pass the
test in ways that are pleasing to God.
Whitwort!rurll!!f
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Programs, professors help
students connect worldview
convictions with actions
Introduction byIl:-~.".~~n~
Director of Communications
•
Whitworth wofessors expect 0 lot from their students. And those expectations increasinglyextend ~eyand the classroom and even beyond graduation. Through the re-invented Care350 course and the Murdock and Lilly grant programs, Whitworth faculty are challenging
students to put their beliefs into action in their relationships, money management, community involve-
ment and politics.
One of the Whitworth faculty's best teaching techniques is to model this integration of conviction and
action in their own lives. In the following essays, four professors explain how their worldviews influence the
way they think about politics and the upcoming election. Not surprisingly, professors from the same religious
and scriptural foundations often arrive at radically different political positions. But one of the college's great
strengths, says Whitworth Vice President for Student life Kathy H. Storm, is its commitment to engage complex
issues from multiple perspectives with a goal of dialogue and intellectual or spiritual growth.
What may be surprising is the degree to which faith can distract or even discourage people from civic and
political engagement. Responding to their sense of growing secularization and moral relativism in American
culture, evangelical Christians increasingly emphasize individual sin and salvation over institutional political
and social reform. The popularity of the Left Behind book series, about the end times, may reflect the urgency
of this evangelistic focus.
Whitworth recently approved an institutional identity statement that affirms its evangelical roots and the
importance of a personal relationship with Christ. But the statement also embraces the college's Reformed
tradition, which emphasizes that all Christians are called to participate with God in redeeming social and
structural sins such as poverty and racism.
The lilly Discerning Vocation Program, Murdock lives of Commitment Project and new Core 350 course
build on research showing that students who haven't made connections between their convictions and actions
by their early 20s prabably never will.
The Discerning Vocation: Community, Context and Com-
mitment Program, funded by a $2 million grant from the lilly
Endowment, supports mentoring, internship and service-learning
opportunities, speakers, faculty development and other initiatives
to help students understand vocation as a calling to connect
one's gifts, abilities and theological beliefs to the larger needs
of society.
Julia Stronks, professor of political studies and director of
the Murdock lives of Commitment Project, sees a clear call-
ing in scripture for "all Christians, not just pastors and social
workers," to feed the hungry, clothe the naked and comfort
the afflicted as well as to share the Goad News.
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This spring, Stronks is teaching a class of Whitworth students
and members of First Presbyterian Church and Bethel AME Church
to identify and strengthen community assets, such as businesses,
religious institutions and neighborhood leaders, that can revital-
ize three high-poverty areas of Spokane. In addition, more than
100 students have already participated in the Street Kids Project,
working with Class of 1994 Whitworth alumnus Mark Terrell's
Cup of Cool Water ministry to provide food and companionship
to homeless youth.
The Lives of Commitment Project, funded by a $1 million gront
from the M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust, also has provided troining
for 28 faculty members to teach freshman seminars on issues of
justice and faith in their academic disciplines.
In many ways, the freshman seminar is the introduction to
Whitworth's revised Core, or Worldview Studies, Program, while
Core 350 has become a capstone course in connecting conviction
to action. The first two courses in the Worldview Studies Program
- Core 150 and Core 250 - remain focused on the history of the
Judea-Christian and Rationalist traditions, respectively, but have
been revised to incorporate science and technology content from
the former Core 350 course, among other changes. The new
Core 350 now focuses on the application of one's worldview to
contemporary economic, political and social issues.
Led by Professor of Political Studies Michael Le Roy, '89, the
Core 350 team employs a variety of innovative learning tech-
niques. In the first unit, students divide up into interest groups
related to energy, transportation or the environment, and draft
position papers to advise the U.S. president on topics such as
whether to sign the Kyoto protocol on global warming. Students
are challenged to apply what they learned in Core 150 and
Core 250 to explain the metaphysical and epistemological as-
sumptions underlying their policy positions as well as the ethical
implications of their recommendations.
In the second unit, students meet intensively with their discus-
sion groups to complete a research project on topics ranging from
the war on drugs and regulation of financial markets to media
censorship, art scandals and genetically modified food. This sec-
tion of the course is particularly successful, Le Roy says, because
it takes advantage of faculty expertise and students' interests.
The third unit focuses on collective decision-making and the
tension between individual and community interests. Using a
vote
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scenario based on New York University Law Professor Derrick
A. Bell's book Faces at the Bottom 01 the Well: The Permanence
of Racism, students are divided into race and class groups that
reflect the U.S. population and are asked to decide whether they
would trade African Americans for gold and technology that
would solve the world's environmental problems.
"There were some interesting perspectives that I didn't
expect to hear," says Gene Emmans, a senior majoring in
international business and political studies. "It was helpful to
look at issues faced by minority groups and others who don't
have a lot of power."
Whitworth's emphasis on connecting convictions to actions is
already making a difference. In December, nearly a dozen student
organizations sponsored a Festival of Shalom in the HUB. Partici-
pants offered information as well as immediate opportunities for
students and staff to do something to help people in need.
"I'm encouraged because it does seem like people are
responding positively," says Brittney Peterson, a junior politi-
cal-science major and chair of the new Political Activism Club.
"People who aren't raised to watch the news and to pay attention
to politics probably don't naturally make connections between
faith and politics. But it's harder now for Whitworth students to
avoid being asked how they live out their faith, and it's easier
for them to find opportunities to take action."
Read on to learn how four Whitworth professors seek to live
out their faith convictions in terms of political action.
WhitwortJro-rla!f
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Christian educator considers
informed voting a privilege
and a responsibility
My earliest palitical memary happened when I was 7 years ald. I was spending the afternaon with myfriend "Aunt Gladys," a valued member of my pastor father's congregation. She told me to puton my coot and we walked a couple of blocks. When I asked where we were going, she said
she was going to vote in the presidential election. I tagged along as she went into the mysterious booth with
a curtain. On the way bock, I pestered her about who she hod voted for until she reluctantly told me. Later I
heard that her candidate hod not won, and I was sad.
In fifth grode, we held a mock presidential election. I con-
vinced lots of my classmates to vote for a minor candidate who
had no chance in the real election, but he certainly swept Room
14! The teacher was surprised, and I was beginning to discover
the power of campaigning for something in which I believed.
In my family of origin, an evangelical pastor's home, politics was
not a big topic of conversation around the dinner table, although
my parents read the paper and listened to Lowell Thomas and the
news. We were comfortably conservative, which was expected
of a clergy family. Table conversations were more likely to center
around theological issues, like pre-millennialism or post-millennial-
ism, or around political topics in our corner of the Kingdom.
One summer, when I was a teen, I provided childcare for a
small boy who played quietly or napped much of the day. The
political conventions were on television that summer, and in those
days the networks provided gavel-to-gavel coverage - not the
managed sound bites that are typical today. I was fascinated, and
I watched the whole Democratic convention, right up through the
nail-biting nomination process. When the Republican conven-
tion came later in the summer, I watched that whole event as
well. 1was hooked, and have been actively interested in politi-
cal processes since then - not always as an activist, but as an
informed voter.
When I became an educator, I also became somewhat con-
flicted about my conservative political leanings. Politicians who
•• •
Director and Associate Professor
Graduate Studies in Education
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reflected most of my personal views were often quite negative or
even punitive toward the needs of public schools. I participated
in visits with legislators and tried to give them a more realistic
view of schools, of children, and of the need for support for es-
sential programs. Sometimes I could change their minds, often
not. One extremely conservative state representative had a
daughter who benefited greatly from an alternative high school
in our area. This legislator became a real champion of our edu-
cational proqroms. On the -------------------...,
other hand, politicians who
were supportive of issues for
public education aften held
other views that were repug-
nant to me as a Christian.
It has been, and is, a real
dilemma for me as I reach
for my ballot. Advocacy for
populations that are unable
to advocate for themselves
is part of my responsibility
as a Christian educator. If that advocacy could be combined
with other, more conservative positions, that would be my ideal
political climate.
As a school administrator, I became aware of the difficulties
of "selling" a certain point of view to voters when I was part of
the district team trying to pass school levies and bonds. I tried for
integrity in sending the message, encouraging satisfied families to
spread the word about the need for ongoing tax support. Working
the phones and talking with people at community events helped
me understand their realities and their concerns about schools.
I have tried to describe some of my political "roots" in order to
identify the basis upon which I make political decisions. So, what
are the factors that cause me to vote for a particular candidate?
These are some of my considerations:
1) When there is a clear biblical mandate on an issue, there
is no question that I will vote the scriptural direction. However,
there are few issues in which this mandate is clear cut, and sin-
cere Christians may with all integrity disagree on how certain
issues should be decided. For that reason, I believe that churches
should for the most port ovoid taking political stands; when they
do, they should take positions only on issues that have clear
moral implications.
2) When candidates are equally qualified and reflect my posi-
tions on issues, I vote for the woman, believing that women are
underrepresented in positions of influence in our democracy.
3)ln order to vote my convictions and priorities, I sometimes
have to vote for a candidate, not a straight party line. I read
voters' pamphlets and edito-
rial endorsement statements,
and I listen to debates, when
possible, in order to be an
educated voter. I vote absen-
tee so I can take time to be
thoughtful.
41 I'm afraid I don't lit
neatly into a political box. I
oppose abortion, but I also
oppose the death penalty.
For me, the sanctity of life
is the issue in both cases, but this is not the normal combination
of positions on these matters. It's sometimes difficult to find a
candidate who shares both of these views, so I have to prioritize
my beliefs in order to vote at all.
5) When in doubt, or when I don't have a strong opinion on
a race one way or the other, I tend to vote with the more con-
servative candidate, believing that our culture is deteriorating in
many ways, and that conservative candidates tend to hold on
to more traditional values. I'm sure this tendency comes from my
family of origin and from the ongoing influence of my evangelical
Christian community.
I strongly believe that Christians must be involved in the politi-
cal decisions that are made in our democracy. Voting, for me,
is a spiritual act - my duty as a Christian and as a citizen. It is
also my duty to support those who are elected. As Paul says in
Romans 13, we are to be subject to those in authority. I should
pray for those who win elections, even those with whom I don't
agree. But that doesn't mean I won't also be working hard to
have them replaced.
Voting/ for me/ is a
spiritual act - my duty
as a Christian and
as a citizen.
-------'
WhitwortThd,qf
Music professor ponders
Christ's call to action
fa ith .
IfI could point to a personal political "epiphany," it would have to be a moment not long before the---- 198~ presidential election. I was a student at Wheaton College, in Illinois, and hod already returnedmy absentee ballot. As I watched the debate between President Ronald Reagan and his Democratic
challenger, Walter Mondale, I remember Reagan asking the rhetorical question, "Are you better off today
than you were four years ago?" It was a question Reagan had posed four years earlier, and because a
majority of the electorate could not answer "yes," it had helped him win the 1980 election. As I watched
that debate in late October 1984, it dawned on me that the
President was counting on the fact that a majority of voters
wauld feel that they were better off, and would then re-elect
him. Perhaps it was something I had heard in chapel that
day, or something I had read, but at that moment, I could not
reconcile the question with what I believed to be Christ's call
to me. Yes, the majority of Americans were prabably better
off. But a significant minority were not. I regretted having cast
my first presidential vote without reflection, and I vowed that I
would never again vote without thinking carefully about how
my Christian worldview should guide my decisions.
Earlier this year, there was a great deal of discussion in the
media about the religion factor in presidential politics. Howard
Dean promised to talk about Jesus when he campaigned in
the south, and for a couple of weeks the religious dimension (
was all over the news. I heard that churchgoers tend to be Re-
publican, and non-churchgoers tend to be Democrat. I heard .
about which candidates were "genuine/' and which were not.
As I listened to the media pundits - liberal, conservative and
moderate - I was troubled that no one really seemed to "get
it." The key thing, and the thing that the media (and, unfar-
tunately, most voters) don't understand, is that what matters
is not what candidates say about their religious beliefs, or
where and when they go to worship, or which key words they
•• ..."""o::u ..
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say to which audience. Most importont ore their fundamental
beliefs about the woy the world is and the way it works - their
worldviews. And while I might disogree with 0 candidate's
worldview, understanding it will enoble me to understand
- and even predict, at times - the practical outcomes of his
or her politics.
It is naive to think thot presidents - or onyone else, for that
matter - can keep their foith (or worldview) seporate from
their actions. Condidotes -------------------,
who state that their reli-
gious beliefs will hove no
bearing on their execution
of the office significantly
diminish their credibility
in my eyes. I credit Candi-
date Bush in 2000 for his
candor regording his faith.
Many of President Bush's
decisions grow out of a
considered and defined
worldview. The basis for
his worldview and mine
are similar in many ways, and yet the practical conclusions
that he drows from it ore worlds aport from mine. I don't
think, for exomple, that the best woy to care for the poor is to
create programs that seem to favor the rich in the hope that
the money will trickle down to those who need it most. When
President Bush justifies tax cuts by orguing "It's your money!"
I have great difficulty reconciling those words with whot the
Church teaches regording stewordship. And I don't think that
the best way to secure our country against terrorist attacks is
to invade a country whose threat to ours is dubious at best.
These policies, apporently based in a Christian worldview,
seem to me to have turned Jesus' teaching on its head.
Why is it that I have yet to find a candidate, or, at least,
an electable candidate, who shores both my porticulor Chris-
tian worldview and its practical outcomes? Few candidates,
for example, oppose both abortion and capital punishment
on the basis of the intrinsic value of human life; it is more
expedient politically to support one and oppose the other
without really having to exploin owoy the inconsistency in the
position. More often than not, the election cycle finds me in a
quandory: Do I support the condidate who professes a Chris-
tian worldview but whose policies ore diametrically opposed
to my own beliefs? Or do I support the candidate whose
worldview is more nebu-
lous, or more secularized,
but who will lead the coun-
try in the direction that is
more consistent with the
practical application of
my Christian faith?
For a long time I thought
that if I could find a can-
didote who shared my
worldview, I would hove
my ideol condidate. Invori-
ably, I was disoppointed:
The positions of the Chris-
tian ore unpopulor, and that makes it awfully hord to get
elected. So rather than worry about the candidate's worldview,
I worried about mine. What is the work that Christ coils me
to do? Feed the hungry, heal the sick, love my neighbor
as myself. There is no aspect of my life - including the civic
port of it - that is outside of that call. Electing a government
that will help to that end does not excuse me from personal
responsibility toword my neighbor. To the controry, it is port
of that personal responsibility.
God calls us to be good stewords of whatever He has
entrusted to us. Even though my vote counts as much as the
vote of the most unreflective of my fellow citizens, that's not
what matters. Each of us is called to consider the claim that
Christ makes on our whole lives, and to cast each vote as if it
were the single most important one in the world .
What is the work that
Christ calls me to do?
Feed the hungrYt heal
the sick/ love my neighbor
as myself.
•
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Family conversations and
stories shape iournalism
professor's worldview
fa ith·····
My mother told me two thingswhen Iwent off to college: Don't join a sorority and don't comeback married to a Republican.Political identity runsdeep in my family. In the South, where I was raised, storiescreate
character definition, and my family has more than a few stories to share.
My mother's third-grade teacher took her class to watch Truman's campaign train pass through
their Kentucky town. Her family did not own a television
when the 1952 Democratic convention was aired, so my
mother sat on the lawn that overlooked a neighbor's liv-
ing room and watched through the open window on hot
summer nights. My grandparents stayed up all night after
presidential elections, listening to returns on the radio.
My sister was 6 and I was nearly 10 when my father
sat us down in front of the television set and said, "This is
important." And, together, we watched President Nixon
resign. There was no partisan joy in the occasion. My
father explained these early lessons in what it takes to live
an integrated life: Nixon achieved great strides in building
relations with China, he said, but made disastrous choices
when he believed his power was threatened.
Only in my adulthood would I come to understand
my parents' actions as both courageous and political.
My father, while a pastor, received hate mail from other
Baptist believers when he served on the board of a
Catholic school for "wayward girls." After we moved
to Nashville for my father's job at a Baptist publishing
house, my mother recruited the first multiracial Girl Scout
troop in the city. My father was not a pastor then, and
many denominational employees and former ministers
I•••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••
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belonged to the church we ottended. Nonetheless, when
homeless men came to our lorge church's services, I
knew it would be my fomily who would give them 0
ride bock to their shelter ond moke sure that they had
a meal that night.
These conversations and stories shaped my worldview.
Our political opinions ----.---------------.,
were formed in dinner-
table discussions with
the nightly news playing
in the background.
When presidential
candidate Michael Duka-
kis was asked whether he
would support the death
penalty if his wife were
raped and murdered,
we recast the question to
apply to ourselves. Our
conclusion was straightforword and, we believe, biblical:
We do not support the death penalty. God's justice and
mercy do not require the life of the guilty, and the ultimate
turning of the cheek may allow God's grace to transcend
the evilest of evil.
In addition, retribution for murder only breeds more
anger and violence, porticulorly in a nation where this
form of punishment is meted out most often to those with
the least power.
As a militory family, we ore not strict pacifists, but we
rarely support war. We believe that just wor is rooted in
conservative interpretations of Augustinian principle and
aimed, again, toward protecting the powerless.
These goals of preventing violence and giving voice to
the voiceless contributed to my decision to become a jour-
nalist. Real political change comes in port from information
Faith and action/
political or otherwise/
cannot be separated.
Faith is something you do
as well as believe.
(the hord data that helps us weigh decisions] and stories
(the images that help us empathize with others). I freely
disclose in any political conversation my family's political
history. But as a journalist and a journalism professor, I
best serve others through providing information and shor-
ing stories. The only political button or symbol I have ever
worn is a purple ribbon,
during Domestic Violence
Aworeness Month each
October.
The political dialogue
within my family continues
now via telephone and e-
mail because I am more
than 2,000 miles away.
The commitment to public
service runs deep: One
brother, who volunteered
in his first congressional
campaign in middle school, now works in the Tennessee
governor's office; my youngest brother is a Navy JAG; and
my sister and I ore both college professors. My father has
died and my mother is a retired juvenile probation officer.
She now teaches ESLto recent immigrants and is a poll
watcher on many election days.
When I began writing this orticle, my mother knew what
the lead poragraph would be as soon as she heord the
topic. She laughed when I told her. Her statement back then
was really a warning to a stubborn daughter - a daughter
who was listening for more than she might have thought.
For my mother, faith and action, political or otherwise,
cannot be seporated. Faith is something you do as well
as believe. Another of her favorite sayings only gathers
strength when considered in a political context: Put feet
on your prayers.
•
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Oppressed Christians challenge
religion professor's perspective
on political realities
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n spring 19 1 troveled with a small group of American Christians to then-communist East Germany for
--_II-two-weeks of church visitations. I was surprised at what I encountered, and at the effect it would have
on me. I expected to find a few older women with scarves on their heads huddled in church basements
reading forbidden Bibles and singing Paul Gerhardt hymns. What I discovered on that and many subsequent
trips to East Germany was that there were vital groups of East German Christians, mostly young and
middle-aged, who were reading the Bible (published in East Germany!1 and exploring its relevance for the
world, including the communist world. These Christians were virtually excluded from the political process
in communist East Germany, but their banishment did not result in either resignation or other-worldly piety.
They were, in fact, the most politically informed Christians I have ever been around. They also demonstrated
the power of humor to unmask oppressive and unjust political structures. I still know many of them and I
introduce Whitworth students to them when I lead the Reformation Study Program to Germany.
Subsequent events in East Germany, including the eventual fall of the Berlin Wall, confirmed many of
the insights that I gained in conversations with these Christians. I find it ironic that those excluded from the
political process turned out to be such good interpreters of it.
The single most important thing I learned from them was the
challenge to think more theologically about political realities
in the world.
As I seek to do that, three biblical texts seem important to
me. One is Mark 12:17, "Give the things of Caesar to Caesor,
and the things of God to God." This famous reply of Jesus ac-
knowledges the legitimacy of human governments. It disavows
political anarchy as well as totalitarianism. Governments today
possess means of control that make anarchy less viable than in
the past. The greater problem seems to lie in defining the just
limits of government jurisdiction. The supposition that a govern-
ment can provide a single comprehensive answer to human
questions and needs is totalitarianism. Totalitarianism is political
idolatry, a usurpation of the role of God. The totalitarianism
I have in mind is not exactly expressed in Nazi or communist
dictatorships, however. I am thinking of subtler forms of this
Professor, Department Chair
Religion and Philosophy
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philosophy, such os obdicoting morel responsibility by soying,
"My country right or wrong"; or by regording politicol dissent
as unAmerican; or by indulging in a nofve nationalism that
may have oppressive effects on other peoples and nations. In
different ways, these practices invest the flag with an authority
it does not possess. Indeed, the practice of placing American
flags in churches - and usually quite near the altor - seems to
me to confuse the very thing
that Jesus tried to distinguish
in Mork 12: 17.Christians do
not owe the same degree of
allegiance to the flag that
they owe to Christ. What is
made in the image of God
owes ultimate allegiance
to God.
A second biblical text is
Romans 13:4, "[Governing
authorities] ore God's ser-
vant to you for good." Some people think Romans 13 obliges
Christians to obey governments - even unjust governments - at
all costs. The way I understand the text, it does not teach this.
To obey anything other than God at all costs is idolatry. Paul
declares that the purpose of government is to be a servant of
God for the establishment of good. By the logic of Paul's state-
ment, when a government forsakes the cause of good it seems
to have forsaken its divine authority. Paul does not say that a
government must be aware of its role as a political intermediary
of God in order for it to be a valid government; surely most
governments are unaware of this function, and yet they may
still fulfill it. Paul defines good not according to politicol theory
but according to actual effect, l.e., honoring virtue and punish-
ing evil. That is justice. Justice is the chief criterion by which a
political order is deemed worthy or unworthy of existence in
Scripture. Justice was the preeminent concern of the Israelite
prophets (Isaiah 1;Micah 2). Justice was the primary expecta-
tion of the king in Israel (Psalm 72). Justice was paramount in
vote
action
I
comrru r en
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the ethics of Jesus (Matthew 7:15-27). If it is true that the chief
criterion that validates a government is justice, then the acid test
of any political system is not its theory but its practical results. I
think this is why many Christians are distressed when a political
party invokes the name of God, and perhaps even Christian
theology, and yet advocates policies that seem neither Godly
nor Christian. Politics is the art of the achievable. Which political
initiatives, programs, and
policies, I ask myself, best
correspond with the bibli-
cal mandate for justice?
My final text comes
from the castigation of
David after his murder
of Uriah and his adultery
with Bathsheba. "1 anointed
you king over Israel, and I
rescued you from the hand
of Saul," says the prophet
Nathan, speaking for God. "1 gave you your master's house,
and your master's wives into your bosom, and gave you the
house of Israel and of Judah; and if that had been too little,
I would have added as much more. Why have you despised
the word of the lord, to do evil in his sight?" (2 Sam 12:7-9).
Nathan registers God's unambiguous displeasure with David's
despising and misusing power granted to him by God.
Now that the Cold War is mercifully ended and the Soviet
Bloc is history, America is the sole superpower of the world.
This reality lays a heavy burden on us as Americans. I am not
especially proud of the way our country is currently handling
this power. I fear that our power is frequently harvested for
national privilege rather than for international responsibility.
We cannot forget that an increasingly interconnected world
is an increosingly vulnerable world. The deployment of our
power in service of the virtues that promote a more just politi-
cal, social, and economic order is ultimately in America's best
self-interest.
The single most important
thing Ilearned. ..was the
challenge to think more
theologically about political
realities in the world.
b \\
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HERITAGE GALLERY HALL OF FAME
A new group of inductees was added to the Heritage Gallery Athletics Hall of
Fame during this year's Homecoming festivities. The 1961 men's tennis team (pic-
tured), coached by Professor Emeri tus Ross
Cutter (center), finished fourth at the NAIA
tournament after compiling a match record
of 18~3during the season. Allison "Nani"
Blake, '94, initiated the rise of swimming at
Whitworth by becoming the school's first in-
dividual national champion. Norm Harding,
'62, was a terrific all-around athlete, playing
key roles on the baseball and football teams,
and lettering in basketball. Jennifer Tissue,
'98, was a soccer and basketball standout as
well as an NAIA All-American in soccer
in 1996.
CHOIR ALUMS
-SING OUT
Join former vocal-
music professors
Milton Johnson. TOm
Tavener and Randi
Ellefson, current direc-
torsMarc A. Hafio
and Debbie Hansen,
and alumni ftom the
past six decades for the
All-Era Choir
Reunion, just one
of nine reunions OC~
curring on campus
during Alumni Family
Weekend 2004, June
18-20. All of the latest
details, as well as an
online registration
form, are available at
www.whitworth.edu/
familyweekend.
CONTACT US
For information about
alumni programs,
contact Tad Wisenor,
'89, at 509-7774401,
1-800-532-4668,
or twisenor@
whitworth.edu. More
infonnation is avail-
able on our website:
www.whitworth.edu/
alumni.
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WHITWORTH IN ASHLAND
A few spaces are still available for the weekend of August 6-8 at the Oregon
Shakespeare Festival, in Ashland, Ore. Join Associate Professor of English
Pamela Parker, '81) Director of Alumni and Parent Relations Tad Wisenor,
'89) and 38 others for this wonderful opportunity to experience three plays) a
backstage tour) and several discussions and group meals. More information is
available at www.whitworth.edu/calendar/alumnievents.
INDEPENDENT S29 PLAN
Whitworth is pleased to announce its participation in the Independent
529 Plan, a program that allows you to pre-pay your children's future college
tuition at discount prices while you gain a significant tax advantage. The plan)
designed by participating private colleges) allows you to pay any percentage
of future tuition you wish (subject to a $500 minimum total commitment in
the first two years), and there is no investment risk to you. Your prepayment is
guaranteed, and refunds are available. For more information, call888-718-7878,
visit www.independent529plan.org) or contact the Office of Alumni and Parent
Relations for a brochure.
DEPEW JOINS WHITWORTH LEGENDS
The final home basketball game was especially significant fOr Bryan Depew, '04.
Not only did he become Whitworth's first men's basketball player to surpass2, 000
careerpoints, but he wasjoined at halftime by 11 of the other 1,000+ point scorers
in Whitworth basketball history, including Rod McDonald, '68, whose 35-year-old
recordDepew broke earlier in the season. Pictured are the top seven scorersin Whitworth
mens basketball history (left to right): Depew, McDonald, Jim Doherty, '54, Nate
Dunham, '98, Marv Adams, '57. IOdd Martin, '90, and Jason Hull, '94.
HOMECOMING '04
m have built it, so
we hopeyou'll come.
Celebrate the grand
opening ofWeyerhaeuser
Hall the second annual
GeorgeF. Whitworth
Honors banquet,
alumni awards, foot-
ball Heritage Gallery
inductions and much,
much more during
Homecoming 2004,
Oct. 1-3. This is also
the 10-year reunion for
the Classof 1994. More
iniormation is available
at www.whitworth.edul
alumni/homecoming
2004. hem.
JUST A PHASE
Two of the alumni
profiles featured in this
issue are adapted from
student articles in The
Phase, an online mag-
azine for young alumni
published by Jan Term
2004's Articles and
Feature- Writing class,
taught by Communica-
tion Studies Professor
Ginny Whitehouse
in cooperation with
the Office of Alumni
and Parent Relations.
TOview more than
50 stories covering all
aspects of the transition
from the collegeyears
to life beyond, visit
www.whitworth.edu/
thephase.
NEW DIRECTORY
Whitworth has a new
alumni directory in the
works! Our specialty
printer, Publishing
Concepts, will be
collecting updated
alumni infirmation by
mail and phone. Please
help us guarantee that
the 2005 directory
contains all of your
most current contact
infonnation.
c
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IN MEMORIAM
Faye (Dull) Luck, '41, died Oct. 25. She
joined the Army Nurse Corps in 1941, serving
in England and France during World War II. Fol-
lowing the war, she returned to Spokane and
worked for several years in local hospitals.
In 1957, she became a school nurse for Spo-
kane Public Schools and continued until her
retirement in the early 19705. She is survived
by a daughter, two sisters, five grandchildren
and five great-grandchildren.
S. David Smith, '43, died July 14. After earn-
ing his Whitworth degree in music and voice,
he moved to Princeton, N.J., and completed
a bachelor of music degree at Westminister
Choir College. He performed under conduc-
tors including Eugene Ormandy, Bruno WaI-
ter, Leopold Stowkowki and Artur Rodzinski.
Beginning in the early 1950s, Smith taught
voice, choral conducting, music education
and theory at colleges in North Carolina and
Tennessee. He also served as minister of
music at numerous churches and continued
to perform professionally. He is survived by
his wife, a son and daughter, one grandson,
two granddaughters, and two sisters.
Marjorie Klein, '45, died Dec. 30. She taught
in the Washington cities of Edwall and Walla
Walla before moving to Palo Alto, Calif., where
she taught for 25 years. She received an hon-
orary doctor of music degree from Whitworth
in 1984. She is survived by two brothers,
Marvin Klein, '45, and Gerald Klein, '45, a
sister-in-law, Carol (Gardner) Klein, '45, and
several nieces and nephews.
Duke Davis, '45, died June 7. He was a lead-
ing real-estate developer who. beginning in
the 1950s, helped change San Jose, Calif.,
from a small agricultural town into a major
U.S. city. He is survived by his wife, one
son, three daughters, one brother and seven
grandchildren.
Robert Mills, '49, died Oct. 7. Following
his graduation from San Francisco Theo-
logical Seminary, he served as pastor of
Washington churches in Wapato, Seattle,
and Spokane. He was first the executive of
Olympia Presbytery and then of the Synod
of Alaska/Northwest, until his retirement in
1987. In 1967, he was awarded an honorary
doctor of divinity degree from Whitworth. He
is survived by his wife of 57 years, Lu, three
sons, and six grandchildren.
Carolyn (Cotterel) Brown-Hammermann, '49,
died Nov. 4. She earned a Ph.D. in clinical
psychology from Wright Institute, in Berkeley,
Calif., and in 1971 founded The GrowingMind,
a Berkeley-based school for children with
learning disabilities. In 1975, she co-founded
Commonweal, a health and environment re-
search institute in Bolinas, Calif., and served
on its board of directors for 28 years. In later
years, she founded Roundhouse, a residential
program for young adults. She was also the
chair of Gov. Jerry Brown's California Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Advisory
Council. She received the Albert Eilas Award
from the National Council of Crime and De-
linquency, and the Jenifer Altman Foundation
Award for her work with families and children.
She is survived by three sons, two daughters
and four grandchildren.
William Hiser, '50, died Nov. 17. After at-
tending San Francisco Theological Seminary,
he served as a pastor in Lincoln City, Ore.,
before beginning mission work in Iran, where
he taught English. Upon his return, he served
as pastor of Valley Presbyterian Church in Ha-
zelton, Idaho, before moving to the Portland,
Ore., area, where he drove a bus for Tri-Met
until his retirement in 1991. He is survived
by his wife, a son, a sister, a niece and three
nephews.
Marvin McLean, '51, died Sept. 2. Heworked
for the American Sunday School Union for
17 years and then as a field representative
for Moody Bible Institute for 30 years. He
is survived by his wife of 54 years, Donna,
three children, several grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.
Edgar GJelvik, '51, died Feb. 2. He was a
second lieutenant in the Army Air Corps
during World War II, piloting a B-17 on 30
combat missions over Germany. He spent
most of his career at Diamond International
Lumber, in Post Falls, Idaho. He is survived
by his wife, a son and daughter, one sister
and a grandson.
OliverWendall Wright, '54, died Aug. 11. He
served in the U.S. Army in both active and
reserve status. After teaching high school
for many years, he worked in hotel manage-
ment in San Francisco until his retirement
in 1987.
Patrick Morison, '59, died Dec. 6. After re-
ceiving a degree from Pittsburgh Theological
Seminary, he served churches in the states
of Pennsylvania, Illinois and Washington.
From 1967 to 1971, he was a chaplain in
the U.S. Air Force. He was an assistant pas-
tor at Faith Covenant Presbyterian Church
in Kalispell, Mont., for 10 years, until his
retirement in 2002. He is survived by his
wife of 43 years, Jane (Hilker) Morison, '60,
two daughters, one son, seven grandchildren
and two sisters.
Elmer Click, '63, died Dec. 24. He taught
business classes for a number of years at
Spokane's John Rogers High School before
moving to Grand Coulee, Wash., where he
taught briefly. He then moved to the Seattle
area and taught for an additional 14 years.
He is survived by his wife, Jeanne (Kirken-
darter) Click, '46, and one daughter, Eva
Marie Click, '68.
Erma (Shirk) Harker, '63, died Feb. 3. She
was a homemaker and was active in her
church and in a variety of civic organizations.
She is survived by her husband and a son
and daughter.
Sharon (Cuckow) Kelly, '65, died Mar. 31,
2003. In 1964, she married the Rev. Jerry
Kelly, '65, and began her teaching career in
Franklin Township, N.J. For the next 24 years,
she taught at Texas schools, in El Paso, Big
Springs and Midland. In 2001, she became
an adjunct-faculty member at Iowa Wesleyan
College in Mount Pleasant, Iowa. She is sur-
vived by her husband, two daughters, one
granddaughter, two brothers, and numerous
nieces and nephews.
Hazel Mandt, '67, died Oct. 26. She was a
third-grade teacher at Madison Elementary
School, in Spokane, from 1967 to 1985.
She is survived by three daughters and three
grandchildren.
Toni Smith, '68, died Dec. 14. She was a high-
school teacher for more than 35 years and at
the time of her death was teaching part time
at King's West School, in Bremerton, Wash.
She is survived by her mother.
Elizabeth Segerstrom, '74, died Nov. 3.
She taught for several years in Washington
schools, in Aberdeen, Hoquiam and Naches,
and then returned to Spokane, where she
worked for the Spokane International Railroad
and in her family's business, Segerstrom
Orchards. Following the sale of the orchards,
she taught in Spokane-area schools from the
mid-1960s until her retirement in the mid-
1980s.
Joan (Schroeder) Gluck, '77, died Feb.
19. She worked for two years as a county
home extension agent in Nez Perce County,
Idaho. For the next 17 years, she lived in
Midland, Mich., where she taught calligraphy
and worked as a field representative for the
Association for Child Development. She is
survived by her husband, Steven Gluck, '77,
a son and daughter, her parents, four siblings,
and six nieces and nephews.
We have also been informed of the deaths of
William Williams, '39, Dec. 9; Wilma (Rhine-
smith) Richards, '52, Nov. 25; Victor Urban,
'53, June 12; Michael Hussey, '58, Nov. 22;
Margaret (Brugger) Koehler, '64, Aug. 13;
Rodney Sundberg, '64; Edward Neltner, '65,
Feb. 20; Patricia (Hawley) Sarles, '66, Feb.
17; Wally Powers, '72, Dec. 31.
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We are pleased to
we/come the newest
members of the Whitworth
family and to congratulate their
parents.
Gordon, '85, and Nancy Mikoski,
a girl, Anna Irene, May 19.
Nanette (Grose, '86) and Jim
Shotwell, a girl, Sarah Jean, Jan.
15,2002.
Marc, '87, and Sophie Eilers, a
boy, Gabriel Luke, Aug. 25.
Paula (Olson, '88) and Montgom-
ery Dunbar, a boy, Connor Nash,
Oct. 28.
Cheryl (Sloat, '88) and Richard
Dutton, a boy, Jonathan Edward,
July 15.
Darrin, '89, and Ariane Schmidt,
a girl, Anna Terese, Nov. 1.
Eric Roecks, '89, and Lu-Ann
Branch adopted a girl, Rebecca
Roecks, April 8, 1994, and a boy,
Brandon Branch, Sept 2, 1997.
Wendy (Galloway, '90) and Jim
Slawter, a girl, Aimee Grace,
July 29.
Louise (Ehrgott, '90) and Alex
Stehr, a boy, Derek Benjamin,
Dec. 20.
Andrea (Durall, '90) and Chris
Tweedy, '91, a boy, Darren Mitch-
ell, Nov. 16.
Todd, '92, and Monica (Martens,
'92) Holdridge, a boy, Chad Mar-
tens Gerald, July 12.
Lisa Marie (Peebles, '92) and
Kevin Smith, a boy, Kobe Hosia,
Oct. 20. ,
Heidi (Boomer, '93) and Matt
Van Sickle, a girl, Kalei Nalani,
Apr. 3, 2003.
Rachelle (Kert, '94) and Kurt
Hartvigsen, a boy, Joel David,
Sept. 21.
Robb, '94, and Rebecca (Snel-
ling, '96) Le Roy, a boy, Noah
Paul, Aug. 1.
Greg, '94, and Jenny Loudon, a
girl, Catherine Elaine, Oct. 1.
Heidi (Schmidt, '94) and David
Pommer, '96, a boy, Isaac Anthony,
Aug. 6.
Brandon, '96, and Kristina (John-
son, '95) Bailey, a boy, Cameron
Richard, Dec. 24.
Jennifer (Nevdahl, '95) and Paul
Hedrick, a girl, Abigail Concetta,
Mar. 5.
Dayna (Asuncion, '95) and Vince
Sivankeo, a girl, Megan Grace
'Alohilani Laule'a, Nov. 14.
Jennifer (Jackson, '97) and
Michael Atwood, a boy, Patrick
Michael, Jan. 16.
Ben, '97, and Sarah (Everett,
'98) Brody, a boy, Samuel Clark,
Jan. 21.
Kristi (Meskimen, '97) and
Shawn Brown, a boy, Mason Pat-
rick, Oct. 29.
Aaron, '97, and Jennifer Hill, a boy,
Ashton, Sept. 28.
Amy (Clark, '97) and Matt Mc-
Nelly, '98, a girl, Lydia Robbins,
Sept. 22.
John, '97, and Kelly (Rodimel,
'97) Rasmussen, a girl, Katelin
Axelia, Oct 27.
Dan Straw, '98, and Vanessa
Guerrero, a girl, Amber Noelle,
May 20.
Ben, '99, and Rachel (Hill, '00)
Cassidy, a boy, Arthur Michael,
June 29.
Eric, '99, and Jennifer (McCall,
'99) DeVries, a girl, Elizabeth Ann,
Dec. 18.
Brent, '99, and Jennifer Kaufman,
a girl, Mikayla, July 24, 2002.
Elisabeth (Gilstrap, '99) and
James Leman, '01, a boy, Samuel
Radevonski, Sept·24.
Jennifer (Paulsness, '99), and
Daniel Levorsen, a girl, Paige
Lucille, Nov. 6.
Travis, '01, and Jill (Turner, '02)
Cocking, a girl, Anna Joleigh,
Dec. 5.
Amy Olsen, '01, a girl, Taylor Rose,
Sept. 26.
Nate, '01, and Raehanne Pitu-
rachsatit, a girl, Maeha Arie,
May 7.
Robert, '01, and Sarah (Hickin-
botham, '01) Rose, a glrt, Kathryn
Elizabeth, Sept. 11.
Daniel, '01, and Maryvi Viloria, a
boy, Vaisen Randen, Jan. 3.
Larry, '02, and Sheila Turner, a
boy, Marcus Eugene, Feb. 25.
Kirsten (Brandvold, '98) and
Douglas Sabata, a girl, Elizabeth
Rose, Oct. 17, 2002, and a 12-
year-old boy, Jacob Huy, adopted
from Vietnam on Feb. 21.
Class of 1944 Class of 1976
60th Reunion June 18-20, 2004, during
Alumni Family Weekend
Reunion Committee: Ruth Gothenquist
Class of 1949
55th Reunion June 18-20, 2004, during
Alumni Family Weekend
Reunion Committee: Jaye Fairchild,
Glenn and Dottie Ellison, Dorothy
McLarren
Class of 1953
Bobby Roach lives in Federal
Way, Wash., and has organized
"Pray Federal Way" and "Pray
the Sound" prayer breakfasts, as
well as groups dealing with drug
issues.
Class of 1954
50th Reunion June 18-20, 2004, during
Alumni Family Weekend
Reunion Committee: Jack Bishop, Edna
Hollingsworth
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Class of 1959
45th Reunion June 18-20, 2004, during
Alumni Family Weekend
Reunion Committee: Harlan GilJiland
Rod Fendal! retired after complet-
ing 36 years of ministry as asso-
ciate pastor at Arcade Church in
Sacramento, Calif. Dennis Hagen
recently retired after nearly four
decades of conducting and teach-
ing music at George Fox University
in Newberg, Ore. At the time of his
retirement, Hagen was the director
of the school's East Asia Exchange
Program.
Class of 1965
Susan Ward has been directing
educational programs and over-
seas tours for the UN Association
of Southern Arizona for the past 21
years. Susan is also an election
supervisor for overseas elections,
including recent elections in Bos-
nia, Kosovo and Armenia. Michael
Nixon is now the executive director
of the Yakima Valley Partners Affili-
ate of Habitat for Humanity after
serving as director of outreach
and service at First Presbyterian
Church of Yakima, Wash.
Class of 1966
Sue Warner received the Legacy
Award for teaching excellence from
the Utah Schools for the Deaf and
the Blind.
Class of 1969
35th Reunion June 18-20, 2004, during
Alumni Family Weekend
Class of 1973
Lynne (Gillies) Pinkerton is living
in Fair Oaks, Calif., and has been
employed at a nature center on
the American River Parkway for the
past 16 years. She also teaches at
the Crocker Art Museum, traveling
to area K-8 schools with Crocker's
art mobile.
Class of 1974
30th Reunion June 18-20, 2004, during
Alumni Family Weekend
Ken Barber retired from the U.S.
Naval Reserve in 2002. He and
his son, Joshua, enjoy road-trip-
ping as well as hiking and biking
in Colorado.
Class of 1978
Carolyn (Mooney) Bigbee is living
in Aspinwall, Pa., and is a research
specialist at the University of
Pittsburgh, doing research in the
immunological aspects of tuber-
culosis infection. Karen (Blair)
Irwin and her husband, John, live
in Monmouth, III., where Karen is
employed in the office of student
development at Knox College.
Class of 1979
25th Reunion June 18-20, 2004, during
Alumni Family Weekend
Class of 1980
Ed and Renee (Gumb, '81) Riley
live in Stanford, Calif., where Renee
is a pastor and Ed is the director
class
of obstetric anesthesia and an as-
sociate professor at the Stanford
University Medical Center. Dean
Warner is senior pastor at Living
Stones Fellowship in Centralia,
Wash. He and his wife, Jane, have
eight children, 15 grandchildren
and four great-grandchildren.
Class of 1982
Hans Christenson is living in
Seattle and has been promoted
to producer/account executive at
Willis of Seattle, Inc. Jim Nendel
received the Graduate Student
Outstanding Teacher Award from
The Pennsylvania State University
for his classroom teaching. Jim
recently skied with extreme skier
Glenn Plake at Pennsylvania's Tus-
sey Mountain.
Class of 1983
Elizabeth Jahnke lives in Shelton,
Wash., and is the supervising librar-
ian for four of Washington state's
institutional branch libraries. After
13 years with Major League Base-
ball's Philadelphia Phillies, Scott
Ramsay is now scouting supervisor
with the Detroit Tigers.
Class of 1984
20th Reunion June 18-20, 2004, during
Alumni Family Weekend
Ellen (Greenough) Fredericks lives
in Prosser, Wash., where she works
part time as a group fitness instruc-
tor and full time as a pastor's wife
and mother of three girls. Tammy
Jones moved to St. Louis, Mo.,
where she works as a manage-
ment analyst for the University of
Missouri-St. Louis. William Sher-
wood received his master's degree
in library and information science
from San Jose State University and
is currently working at California's
San Leandro Public Library. David
Ingraham lives in Ephrata, Wash.,
where he is working on the Maring
New Testament and raising three
children.
Class of 1985
Susan (Lindsay) Brumett and her
husband, Danny, live in Dayton,
Nev. Susan's master's thesis,
which she wrote in 1997 at the
University of Oregon, was pub-
lished last year in the Journal of
Behavioral Education. In October,
Tim Parks returned from Iraq,
where he led an 800-man infantry
battalion. Kelli (Johnson) Hastings
is a receptionist and intake officer
at the Veterans Crisis Program in
Fresno, Calif. She received a com-
mendation award last December
for her work.
Class of 1986
Tobyann Willis-Camp joined the
Law Society of Saskatchewan
Libraries as a reference librar-
ian and is working at the Regina
courthouse. Nan (Grose) Shotwell
is a full-time wife and mother to
five children. Nan and her husband,
Jim, are living in a Virginia suburb
of Washington, D.C., where Jim is a
medical-sales representative. Val-
erie (Rarig) Holtgeerts, her hus-
band, Jeff, and their three children
traveled to San Jose, Costa Rica,
for a 13-month assignment with
Christ for the City International.
They are now living in a Nicaraguan
refugee settlement, where they are
developing a recreation program
and playfields for kids ages 10-18.
(See www.jeffandval.net.)
Class of 1988
Mark Kim was recently appointed
as an administrative law judge with
the Washington State Office of Ad-
ministrative Hearings at Spokane.
In June 2003 he became a first
lieutenant with the U.S. Army Judge
Advocate General Corps-Reserve,
providing trial defense services for
soldiers. Mark and his wife, Susan
(Panting, '89), have two children,
Nicholas (12) and Thomas (9).
Katherine Shonk married Mark
Gosling on July 26 in Portland,
Ore. They live in Monument, Colo.
Laurie (Ross) Clements is an ac-
count executive with Clear Channel
Radio, specializing in music and
live events. She lives in Spokane
with her two sons.
Class of 1990
Wendy (Galloway) Slawter lives
in Prineville, Ore., and works a
couple of days a month at the
local health department with the
WIC (Women/Infants/Children)
program. She also coordinates
the STARS program, a course on
abstinence taught by high school-
ers to middle-school students.
Class of 1991
Marshall Monteville is stationed in
Cairo, Egypt, where he serves in the
U.S. Navy Medical Service Corps
as the laboratory head ofthe Enter-
ics Disease Research Program. In
Schmidt is St. George's 'teacher of life'
by Tima Trobaugh, '06
Errol Schmidt, '67, or "Schmitty," as
he is known by his students, has been
both a basketball and baseball coach
and a beloved
ma th teacher for
most of his 35-
year tenure at St.
George's School,
in Spokane. His
win-loss record at
AAU tournaments
is impressive, but
Schmidt that is not what
students love best
about him. He is simply, as one student
says, the teacher "who isn't afraid to
show how proud he is of you."
To honor this exceptional teacher
and coach, who "epitomizes the val-
ues ... and sense of community that [are]
so important to St. George's School," a
new gymnasium will be built bearing his
name. Schmidt was honored recently in
a celebration marking the school's 50th
anniversary and his own contributions
to the school's students.
Schmidt has an interesting theory
about kids and math: "Nothing's easy
until you understand it." Until his
retirement last fall for health reasons,
he unlocked that mysterious world of
numbers for hundreds of students over
the years.
Schmidt's math students have con-
sistently scored in the top 1 percent
nationally on standardized exams.
He has been "not only a friend, but
a teacher, and not only a teacher of
math and civics, but also of life," says
a former student. He is "a friend who
made us aware of the world and the
people around us; he made us proud of
ourselves and confident in our abili-
ties." Schmidt epitomizes a teaching
style that succeeds because of his ahil-
ity "to inspire as well as instruct," says
this student.
Both Enol and his wife, Robin
(Smith, '65), who also teaches at St.
George's, have shown a rare dedication
to teaching and to the community of
learners.
Schmidt refers to himself as an aver-
age teacher but says God has blessed his
work and made it bear fruit. "I tried to
show respect for each student," he says.
"I tried to encourage each of my students
and to be available to help."
According to those who know him,
his unique, patient, insightful teaching
and coaching style inspired students of
all academic and athletic abilities to do
their best in math, science, basketball,
baseball, and life.
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COLE, FURY WED ON AULD SOD
Renda Cole, '85, and Craig Fury were married in Scotland
on Oct. 31, at Gretna Green in the original blacksmith's shop to
which people have reportedly been elopingfor more than 200 years.
The Furys didn't elope, but they werejoined by three Whitworth
alums: Kim Hagman and Rick Jones, both '85, and Jones' wife,
Christie (Burchett) Jones, '86. "TOgether,Rick, Kim and f were
the entire graduating classof the theatre department in 1985,
and the four of us have been good fiends ever since, " says Fury.
Pictured from left to right are Hagman, Renda (Cole) Fury, and
Rick and Christie Jones.
August 2002 he was promoted to
lieutenant commander, and in April
2003 he completed his Ph.D. in
microbiology from Washington
State University. Monteville's two
children (ages 5 and 7) are at-
tending Cairo American College
and loving it. Trlcla Tedrow is the
associate for curriculum develop-
ment for youth and young adults
at the Presbyterian Church (USA)
Center in Louisville, Ky.
Class of 1992
Katherine (Worthington) Haworth
and her husband, Mike, are enjoy-
ing life in the desert after moving to
Las Vegas with their son, Ethan.
Class of 1993
Loni Woltmon recently married
Garland Freymann at the Har-
ley-Davidson dealership in Fife,
Wash. When they're not riding
motorcycles across the country,
Loni teaches special education for
the South Kitsap School District.
Sacha Davis is pursuing a bach-
elor of science degree in nursing
at the University of Washington.
Amy Tuininga married Scott Mills
on Dec. 20. They are living in New
York City, where Scott is a student
at Columbia University. Devon
(Singh) Barrett is completing
her Ph.D. in clinical psychology at
Seattle Pacific University.
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Class of 1992
Don and Cathy (Dapples) Goettel
moved to Billings, Mont., where
Don is an account executive with
Household Finance and Cathy
is starting her own card-making
business and staying home with
their 2-year-old daughter, Lily.
Class of 1993
Ryan Leonard is running for the
Washington State House of Rep-
resentatives as a Republican from
the Third District.
Class of 1994
10th Reunion October 1-3, 2004, during
Homecoming Weekend
Reunion Committee:
JennIfer (DeHart) Armendariz, Michelle
(Ryker) Batsford, Britt (Blom) Green,
Beck; (Truitt) HIggins, JJ (Strand)
Jelinek, Robb Le Roy, Wendy (Arralde)
Pottgen, Darcia (Kummer) Taylor
Michelle Roth and her husband,
Todd Webb, '95, are living in Whid-
bey Island, Wash., where Michelle
is a bookkeeper for an ophthal-
mologist and Todd works for Big
Brothers/Big Sisters and the
Volunteers of America Crisis Line.
Robb Le Roy continues to work
with Franciscan Health System as
a hospice social worker. His wife,
Rebecca (Snelling, '96), has her
own business and stays at home
with their three boys. Christopher
Hamming lives in central California,
where he is manager of an In-N-Out
Burger. He and his wife, Joellen,
are expecting their fourth child.
Tim Werner is assistant principal
at Sandy High School, in Portland,
Ore. Heidi (Schmidt) Pommer and
her husband, David, '96, moved to
Yakima after a three-year residency
in Oklahoma. David practices fam-
ily medicine at Cornerstone Medi-
cal Clinic, and Heidi stays at home
with their two pre-schoolers.
Class of 1995
Seminary. Scott Worsham spent
seven years teaching mathematics
in Pateros, Wash., before moving to
Creswell, Ore., where he teaches
geometry and is assistant football
coach at Creswell High School.
Shawna Weaver has graduated
from John F. Kennedy School of
Law and is currently studying for
the California Bar Exam. Sean
Wescott recently released his de-
but album, Coming Soon (A Work of
Incredible Genius). For more infor-
mation, visit www.uberlabel.com/
musicjbandsj12jmusic.php. Joy
(Owen) Gjersvold works part time
as a language-arts teacher in Port
Orchard, Wash., while her husband,
Eric, begins his first command on
the USS Alaska, U.S. Navy Subma-
rine Force. Mary (Page) Haydon
is currently a homemaker and pri-
vate violin teacher in Fairbanks,
Alaska.
THIRD WEST WARREN REUNION
A group offonner Third 'West~rren residents recently celebrated
the 10th anniversary of their move into the hall, gatheringfor a
barbecue and a visit to Whitworth's fall theatre production. The
group, comprising both .freshmen and upperclassmen, found that
when they moved into Wizrren, "Something pretty special happened, "
according to reunion organizer Chadron Hazelbaker. '97. "'We
bonded quickly. Not a day went by that you couldn't find 12people
packed into a room at 4p. m. for cartoons and then off to SAGA
at 5for dinner. " Pictured are, back row: Frank Moore, '02.
Jeff Ellis, '97. Kristin Dashen, '98, Troy Miller, '98, Brett
Vanderipe, '97, Hazelbaker, and Staci Hazelbaker. Third row:
Matty (Broker) Moore, '98, Kate (Hancock) Jaeger, '98, and
Emily (Dent) Vanderipe. Second row: Craig Hirt, '99, Jamie
(McKenzie) Miller. '99, Rob Martin, '00, Sara Beardsley and
Steve Brashear. '97. Front row: Paige (Larson) Gorman, '00,
and Ben Gorman, '98.
-d
Sheila (Brown) Anderson moved to
Poway, Calif., and is now the choral
director/drama teacher for Mead-
owbrook Middle School. Kristi
Lonheim married Jonathan Acker,
the son of Douglas, '62, and Janet
(Maring, '63) Acker. Kristi and
Jonathan are living in Vancouver,
B.C., while Kristi attends Regent
class
Class of 1996
Kevin Brady lives in Seattle,
where he acts in leading roles
that include Taproot Theatre's pro-
duction of Candide, by G.B. Shaw,
and All My Sons, by Arthur Miller.
Rachel Hornor spent her summer
performing the lead role of Portia
in Shakespeare's The Taming of
the Shrew with Greenstage, a
touring company that presents
Shakespearean plays in Seattle's
parks. Sarah Marsh was ordained
to the ministry of the Presbyte-
rian Church (USA) in February at
Whitworth Community Precbyterian
Church. Erik Sundet is managing
the pharmacy at Fred Meyer in East
Wenatchee, Wash. He and his wife,
Amanda (Kelly), are enjoying life
with their two children, Ryen and
Connor. Nick Roghair is working
as a high-school physics teacher
in the Chicago public schools.
Class of 1997
Cody McCanna is teaching middle
school in the Eskimo village of
Koliganek, Alaska. Tisha Leslie
married Rob Freer on Aug. 9.
Professor Ron Pyle performed the
ceremony, which was attended by
Whitworthians Mindy Beard, '99,
Mandolyn (Wain) Hume, '97,
Sarah Armstrong, '98, Wendy
(Story) McFarland, '96, Rob
Leslie, '99, Mary Eells, '01, and
Rachel Hornor, '96. Jesse Malott
received his M.Div. from Fuller
Theological Seminary and is cur-
rently the junior-high pastor at
Bethany Christian Church, in Sierra
Madre, Calif. Jesse's wife, Marilee
(Nunn, '98), is teaching at Bethany
Christian School and finishing her
credential program. Timothy Hor-
nor earned his master's degree
in acting from the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln in May, and then
toured the U.S. for six months
with Missoula Children's Theatre.
Hornor now lives in Seattle, where
he has joined the Taproot Theatre,
writing and performing profes-
sional improvisation at Pike Place
Theatre. Annemarie (Eklund)
Russell released her third CD in
December. For more information,
see www.annemarierussell.com.
Class of 1998
Melissa and Nathan Thompson
were married on May 25 at Colbert
Presbyterian Church, in Colbert,
Wash. Melissa is a student-employ-
ment counselor at Gonzaga Univer-
sity, and Nathan is an engineer with
the Washington State Department
of Transportation. Erik Olsen is a
parole officer with the Washington
State Department of Corrections.
Dan Straw married Vanessa Guer-
rero on May 20,2001, and exactly
one year later, their daughter, Am-
ber, was born. They live in South
Pasadena, Calif. Andrew Watson
finished his Ph.D. in biomedical
sciences and is now working at
The Scripps Research Institute,
in La Jolla, Calif. Andrew and his
wife, Chrysia (Domlngo-Foraste,
'99), are happy to be back on the
West Coast after living in Albany,
N.Y. Alice Thompson finished two
years with the Peace Corps in Be-
nin and is now enrolled in a master
of education program at Western
Oregon University. Jennifer Baird
married Christopher Dykstsra on
Dec. 27. Beckl Barrett moved
Dixon captains high-tech bookmobile for kids
by Tana Trobaugh, '06
After Caitlin Dixon, '88, earned
her master's degree in library science
at Catholic University, in Washington,
D.C., she served an unprecedented two
terms as a member of the Caldecott
Committee, which confers a prestigious
award for the most notable children's
picture book of each year. Dixon evalu-
ated hundreds of children's books as part
of her service on the committee, assum-
ing this would be the pinnacle achieve-
ment of her career.
After moving back to the Pacific
Northwest in May 2001, Dixon ac-
cepted a position to help create a
high-tech bookmobile program for
Pierce County that would serve both
urban and rural children. The two-year
period from the inception of the proj-
ect to the acquisition of a state-of-the-
art bookmobile was the realization of
one of Dixon's longtime dreams. "Our
new bookmobile, The Explorer, finally
arrived last June," she says. The pro-
gram is one of the first of its kind in
the nation.
Not only did Dixon write the grant
that secured the funding for this innova-
tive project, but she also purchased the
Caitlin Dixon delivers books, computers and
homework help from The Explorer.
books that are housed on the shelves of
this "library on wheels." She says her
exposure to vast numbers of children's
books over the years has allowed her to
now do what she loves most: put quality
children's literature into kids' hands.
Dixon's hope is to provide "a safe
place where children can come to
story time, hang out and read, use the
computers, or get homework help." Her
love for books and for the children who
come aboard the bookmobile is evident
as she shares her thoughts about both.
The success of the program is evident
in children's enthusiasm as dozens wait
in line for the bookmobile's arrival; that
success has resulted in the program be-
ing invited to reapply for grant money,
another unprecedented occurrence.
Dixon says she treasured her time
as a Whitworth student. As a religion
major, she discovered the connection
between intellectual inquiry and faith
- a connection that's displayed in her
enthusiastic and ongoing commitment
to learning and to the well-being of
children. Dixon follows the service-
oriented biblical model of Martha and
says that she learned to emulate this
model through the influence of her
parents and her Whitworth professors.
"They made me want to live up to that
standard," she says.
•
Boeing honors Williams for engineering excellence
Tim Williams, '85, was recently
honored for his engineering and
aerospace expertise when he was in,
ducted as a technical fellow of The
Boeing Co., an award that recognizes
excellence among the ranks of Boeing
engineers. Fewer than 1.5 percent of
Boeing's employees are members of
the Technical Fellowship Program,
established as part of the company's
technical-excellence programs, which
creates a community of leaders who
help shape Boeing's future.
The program also expresses the
company's commitment to "recognize,
vitalize and reward [those] who wish
to focus on scientific, engineering and
technical excellence." That commit-
ment is part of a change in policy that
historically moved the best and the
brightest into company management.
As part of his responsibilities as a fel-
low, Williams will mentor other young
engineers with whom he works on a
daily basis. He recently celebrated his
16th anniversary with Boeing.
Williams, who double-majored in
physics and math at Whitworth, was
selected as a technical fellow not only
for his technical knowledge but also for
his communication strengths, mentor-
ing abilities, and leadership qualities.
He says his time at Whitworth and
the professors he worked with were
.- . ,
Above, Williams hard at work on a new office conceptfor Boeing Technical Fellows during
afamily vacation on Oahu. On the right side of the photo, in the distance, Williams' son,
Nathaniel, conducts an experiment on the specificgravity of an inflatable water toy Inset
photo: Renee, Nathaniel, 7, Naomi, 4, and Tim.
instrumental in his success today. ''An
education from Whitworth College
is much more than simply earning a
degree," Williams says. "It's a model of
what other education institutions should
be striving to achieve."
Both Tim and his wife, Renee
(Whitney, '86), look back on their
time at Whitworth as being extremely
important and formative to their life
and career choices. Renee says their
education helped shape and deepen
their understanding of a faith that is
defined by core values.
The couple met on the Whitworth
campus during Jan Term 1986, when
Tim was the T.A. for a physics class that
Renee was taking. The two have been
married 15years this past December and
have two children.
Renee currently teaches Greek and
Hebrew at Fuller Theological Semi-
nary. She credits her husband with
being a wonderful father and a fine
example III the business world, referring
to his recent Technical Fellow award
at Boeing as proof that "niceness can
actually pay."
Class of 1999to Sammamish, Wash.; sheserves as a chaplain at Seattle's
Harborview Medical Center. Dale
Hammond was recently promoted
to account manager for the media
relations group of PRR,a Seattle-
based social marketing and com-
munications firm. Yosef Dun mar-
ried Darcie Chinn in September.
They live in downtown Seattle.
Ami Enox received her master's
degree in special education from
DominicanCollege inOrangeburg,
N.Y.,and is the department chair
for YoungActive Learners at the
Center for Discovery in Harris,
N.Y.Ami recently accepted a po-
sition in curriculum and program
developmentwith an emphasis on
autistic children.
planner and chartered life
underwriter designations in 2003.
His wife, Krist! (Knoell, '01), is
in her second year of teaching
in the Central Valley School
District, in Spokane. Rhad Brown
received a master's degree in
physical therapy from California
State University and hopes to
live in the San Diego area. David
Haslet is an art teacher for the
Central Valley School District, in
Spokane.After teaching English in
Inner Mongolia for a year, David
returned to Whitworth to get his
master in teaching degree and
then moved to Alaska, where he
has taught in two Yukp'ik Eskimo
villages. Joel Hobson is in his
second year in technical design
at the University of Georgia.
After completing her master's
degree in educational theatre
at New York University, Brooke
Kiener continues her second
year as an adjunct professor in
theatre at Whitworth, teaching
Theatre Across the Curriculum
and Introduction to Theatre.
She can also be seen on local
and regional commercials and
on cable television in Spokane.
In December, Melinda Wenny
finished her master's degree
in physical therapy at Eastern
Washington University; she is now
working as a physical therapist
in Lake Oswego, Ore. Sarah
Mellenberger married Matthew
Pudlas in Hoquiam, Wash., in
Elisabeth (Gilstrap) Leman
and her husband, James, '01,
live in Spokane. Elisabeth
received her master's degree
in counseling psychology from
Gonzaga in May 2002 and is now
a stay-at-home mom. James is
with LeaderTreks, a mission
organization. Regina (Ramon)
Soprano moved to Canyon
Country, Calif., where she works
with at-risk middle" and high-
school students. Her husband,
Jeffrey, is a student of computer
animation at Cal State L.A. Mark
Lupton received his certified
public accountant designation in
2001 and his certified financial
WhitW°tThda!f28
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December 2002. They now live in
Othello, where Sarah is substitute
teaching and Matthew is teaching
choir. Kristine Andrues is an ICU
charge nurse at Scripps Memorial
Hospital, in La Jolla, Calif. Melissa
Hendrickson is working on her
master's degree in anthropology
at the University of Idaho. Kyle
Forsyth graduated from the law
school at the University of Notre
Dame in May 2003. He is currently
serving a two-year clerkship with
Chief Judge Robert Miller at the
United States District Court for
the Northern District of Indiana,
in South Bend.
Class of 2000
Andrea (LeGore) Donahoe
recently joined the Whitworth
College faculty, teaching in the
psychology department while fin-
ishing her Ph.D. in developmental
psychology at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Her
research interests include the in-
dividual differences in infant cogni-
tion, early memory development,
and preterm infant populations.
Andrea's husband, Ryan Donahoe,
is special-events coordinator
at Gonzaga's Bozarth Center, in
Spokane. Nathan Tomsheck is
completing his master's degree
in technical theatre at the Yale
University School of Drama. Julie
Gilstrap completed her master's
degree at the University of Ed-
inburgh, in Scotland. She now
works in the Scottish Parliament
as a researcher for the Conserva-
tive Party.
Class of 2001
Marc Henning and his wife, Molly
Beth (Lawson, '02), recently
moved to Pittsburgh, where Marc
is attending the University of Pitts-
burgh Dental School and Molly is a
nurse at Mercy Hospital, working
in the emergency department of
the trauma/burn center. Peter Ol-
sen is a first lieutenant in the U.S.
Army; he completed a six-month
deployment to Afghanistan in No-
vember. Kristin Allison married
Jeremiah Webster on Aug. 9. They
live in Spokane. Erica Teague is
pursuing a baking and pastry arts
certificate at The Culinary Institute
of America, at Greystone, in the
Napa Valley. Stacy Fundenberger
has a graduate assistantship at
Georgia Southern University; she
is working toward her master's
degree in athletic training.
Robert Doughty is pursuing a
master's degree in religious stud-
ies at Gonzaga. Bob works as a
lector and eucharistic minister at
St. Aloysius Church and is also
in Gonzaga's ministry-formation
program. Sky Blake is pursuing a
career in the NFL. Elisabeth An·
drues is completing her master's
degree in education from Eastern
Washington University and will be
certified bilingually in California.
Karolina Wright spent the summer
traveling through Central America
and is now working at Calvin Crest
with the Common Fire program,
awaiting her specific call to mis-
sions. Brett Swanson is working
toward a master of divinity degree
at Louisville Presbyterian Theologi-
cal Seminary in Louisville, Ky., and
is currently a hospital chaplain at
Baptist Hospital Northeast in La
Grange. Robert Rose is pursuing
his M.Div. at Fuller Theological
Seminary and has joined the U.S.
Air Force Reserves as a chaplain
candidate. Jennifer Meredith mar-
ried Brian White in August. They
live in Brecksville, Ohio.
Class of 2002
Luta Welch is a research as-
sistant at the Tulane School
of Public Health and Tropical
Medicine, in New Orleans. De-
nise Magrdichian released her
Clear-eyed DeSoto conquers the waves
by Chelsea Fisher, '05
fir The Phase
Monstrous waves crash against the
shores of Makaha Beach on Oahu,
Hawaii. This ocean is a playground
for surfer Desire DeSoto, '96, and
every wave becomes a dance.
"The ocean is a great healer and a
form of therapy," DeSoto says.
She knows a great deal about both.
A professional, competitive longboard
surfer, DeSoto teaches at-risk youth at
Wai'anae High School and has her own
private counseling practice.
In 1993, Defioto's passion for water
sports led her to Whitworth, where she
joined the swim team. Here, she also
found her passion for teaching. She
managed to balance a full class load as
well as daily swim practice, but didn't
realize the positive effect Whitworth
had on her until after she graduated.
"Whitworth gave me clearer eyes to ap~
predate education in the real world,"
DeSoto says.
She says that surfing provides a
therapeutic balance to the trials of
working with at-risk children. During
DeSoto in her element
a good week, she surfs three or four
times. "I caught my first wave when I
was 4 years old, n DeSoto says. "I wasn't
even old enough to swim." Ever since,
surfing has been a part of DeSoto's
everyday life.
She has competed in longboard
surfing events all over the world, in
Japan, Costa Rica, Malibu, Calif., and
throughout the Hawaiian Islands. In
2003, she took top honors at the Con-
verse California Classic and third place
at the Women's World Longboard
Championship, held in Costa Rica.
Desoto's most important moment in
surfing came in 2001, when she corn-
pered in the Quiksilver Eddie Aikau
Memorial in Waimea Bay on Oahu.
The competition highlights the best
big-wave riders and takes place only
in years when waves reach heights of
at least 25 feet.
"It was New Year's Day and I
caught one of the biggest waves of my
life {about 15 feet)," DeSoto says. "1
dropped in on John Gomes' wave, and
to share that with a professional surfer
was amazing."
Makaha Beach is still DeSoto's
favorite surfing spot in the world. "We
have the perfect waves," she says
Time in the ocean has made DeSoto
more aware of nature, and has helped
her appreciate and balance everything
else in her life.
«I always balance work with fun,"
DeSoto says. "It should be in every-
thing you do."
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first book, A Young Woman's
Survival Guide, in January, empha-
sizing the struggles and hardships
of being a teenage girl in todey's
society. The book is available at
Amazon Books or at her website,
www.teenagesurvival.com. Kent
McVey is attending the Creighton
University School of Dental Medi-
cine, in Nebraska. Daren Nystrom
is an assistant athletic trainer
intern with the NFL's Miami Dol-
phins and is finishing his master's
degree at California State Univer-
sity, Fresno. Sondra Krantz moved
to Black Mountain, N.C., to work for
Presbyterian Reformed Ministries
International. Jennifer Strattan is
working for CMA Business Credit
Services, in Burbank, Calif., as well
as performing in musicals at the
Glendale Centre Theatre. Jeremiah
Spencer married Sandy Brown in
June. He is a member of the Latah
County Zoning Commission, vice
president of the Logos School
Alumni Association, junior-varsity
boys' basketball coach at Logos
School, and a business develop-
ment specialist at First Step In-
ternet and Research. Sandy runs
a wedding coordination company.
They make their home in Moscow,
Idaho. Garrett Zuminl and Aubrie
Caldwell, '03, were married in
June and are living jn Tacoma,
Wash., where Aubrie is teaching
math at South Kitsap High School
in Port Orchard.
Class of 2003
Rochelle Hinman is studying on
full scholarship at the Graduate
School of Biomedical Sciences/
Division of Cellular and Molecular
Biology at the University of Texas
Southwestern Medical School, in
Dallas. Kelly Siebe was awarded
a Fulbright grant to study in the
Netherlands. She will study at the
University of Groningen and plans
to write her master's thesis on the
relationship between colonialism
and women's travel writing dur-
ing the 19th century. Siebe is
the fourth Whitworth alum since
1990 to receive a Fulbright
award. Jenna Ronnquist lives in
La Crescenta, Calif., and works for
Northwestern Mutual. Paintings by
Jason Reynolds were featured in
a one-person exhibit at the Kent
City Hall in Kent, Wash. He is now
living in Spokane and is employed
at Spokane Art Supply. Sarah (Ma-
haffey) Burns is an administrative
assistant to the development
director at St. George's School,
in Spokane. Olga Slyusareva
is studying at W5U's graduate
school of mathematics. Tamara
Brader, who served as an intern
at George Washington's estate at
Mount Vernon, Va., was one offive
interns selected to give historical
presentations about George
Washington and his homestead,
and was the first intern to work at
Washington's original grist mill. A
paper by Summer Gibbs, a gradu-
ate student in the Thayer School
of Engineering at Dartmouth Col-
lege, was published in the Febru-
ary issue of Technology in Cancer
Research and Treatment.
zrad student notes
Linda (Christensen) Hunt, '75
MAT, was selected by the Pacific
Northwest Booksellers Associa-
tion to receive one of its 2004
Book Awards for her book, Bold
Spirit: Helga Estby's Forgotten
Walk Across Victorian America.
This is a significant literary award
for a five-state region of authors
(Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Montana and Alaska). Her book
continues to be on PNBA's best-
seller list.
Sund a player in Washington, D.C., whirl
by Chris Collins, '05,
for The Phase
Unlike many Whitworth alums,
Julie Sund, '00, had no trouble avoid-
ing the post' graduation woes. A week
after tossing her cap, Sund, who hails
from Hood Canal, Wash., arrived in the
nation's capital to work for then, Sen.
Slade Gorton, R-Wash.
Three-and-a-half years later, her fast-
paced life hasn't shifted gears.
Sund, a senior policy adviser for
Rep. jennifer Dunn, R-Wash., was in-
strumental in arranging an October
2003 visit of 10 Congressional mem-
bers to Seattle for various discussions
on terrorist threats. Two months later,
she and her boss were on a diplomatic
tour of the Middle East. Sund was with
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
when Saddam Hussein was captured
by coalition forces and was in Syria
when that country agreed to U.N.
weapons inspections.
Simply put, Sund's job is dynamic.
"It changes every day," Sund says.
"One day I'm on my way with [Dunn]
to wherever - Seattle or overseas - and
Dunn and Sund
another day I'm preparing her for a hear-
ing or helping to write legislation."
Sund found her niche in Washing-
ton, D.C., soon after Dunn was turned
vice chair of the House Committee on
Homeland Security, in February 2003.
Dunn tapped Sund to act as her sole
advisor for the committee position.
Like her assignments, Sund's career
is highly susceptible to change. Because
the committee is temporary and Sund
has not yet completed her law degree,
life could catapult her in any direction
at a moment's notice.
Before her career in politics began,
Sund honed her journalism and politi-
cal-science skills with stints as a news-
writer, news editor and columnist for the
college's newspaper, The Whitwonhian.
Eventually, she says, she "had" to enter
the real world.
Sund saysshe waffled between choos-
ing Whitworth and some other schools.
"But I haven't looked back since. Those
were the four best years of my life. Noth-
ing but good memories," she says.
Since June 2003, Sund has written
legislation, prepared for committee
meetings, and even filled in for Dunn
at meetings; and she has lived by the
dizzying schedule that characterizes
Washington politics.
"A lot [of my schedule] depends on
what's in the news; that's what I like
about it best," Sund says. "1 really get to
use my journalism skills and knowledge
of political studies."
The hectic Washington, D.C., at-
mosphere has led Sund to long for the
small-town life at times.
"D.C. is great," Sund says. "But when
you're from the Northwest, there's no
better place than home."
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June 18..20, 2004
Alumni Family Weekend
All alumni are invited to enjoy a full weekend
of on ..campus activities and
60-year reunion for Class of 1943
55-year reunion for Class of 1948
50-year reunion for Class of 1953
45-year reunion for Class of 1958
40-year reunion for Class of 1963
35-year reunion for Class of 1968
30-year reunion for Class of 1973
25-year reunion for Class of 1978
20-year reunion for Class of 1983
www.whitworth.edu/homecoming
Oct. 1..3, 2004
Homecoming Weekend
All alumni are invited for football, fun and food.
10th reunion for the Class of 1994
www.whitworth.edulhomecoming
Contact the Office of Alumni and Parent Relations
with questions at 1-800-532-4668 or 509-777-3799,
or e-mail alumni@whitworth.edu.
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